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Abstract
A universal discovery method potentially applicable to all disciplines studying
organizational phenomena has been developed. This method takes advantage of a new
form of global symmetry, namely, scale-invariance of self-organizational dynamics of
energy/matter at all levels of organizational hierarchy, from elementary particles through
cells and organisms to the Universe as a whole. The method is based on an alternative
conceptualization of physical reality postulating that the energy/matter comprising the
Universe is far from equilibrium, that it exists as a flow, and that it develops via self-
organization in accordance with the empirical laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics.
It is postulated that the energy/matter flowing through and comprising the Universe
evolves as a multiscale, self-similar structure-process, i.e., as a self-organizing fractal. This
means that certain organizational structures and processes are scale-invariant and are
reproduced at all levels of the organizational hierarchy. Being a form of symmetry, scale-
invariance naturally lends itself to a new discovery method that allows for the deduction
of missing information by comparing scale-invariant organizational patterns across
different levels of the organizational hierarchy.
An application of the new discovery method to life sciences reveals that moving
electrons represent a keystone physical force (flux) that powers, animates, informs, and
binds all living structures-processes into a planetary-wide, multiscale system of
electron flow/circulation, and that all living organisms and their larger-scale
organizations emerge to function as electron transport networks that are supported by
and, at the same time, support the flow of electrons down the Earth’s redox gradient
maintained along the core-mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere axis of the planet. The
presented findings lead to a radically new perspective on the nature and origin of life,
suggesting that living matter is an organizational state/phase of nonliving matter and
a natural consequence of the evolution and self-organization of nonliving matter.
The presented paradigm opens doors for explosive advances in many disciplines, by
uniting them within a single conceptual framework and providing a discovery
method that allows for the systematic generation of knowledge through comparison
and complementation of empirical data across different sciences and disciplines.
Introduction
It is a self-evident fact that life, as we know it, has a natural tendency to expand in
space and time and to evolve from simplicity to complexity. Periodic but transient set-
backs in the form of mass extinctions notwithstanding, living matter on our planet has
been continuously expanding in terms of its size, diversity, complexity, order, and
influence on nonliving matter. In other words, living matter as a whole appears to
evolve spontaneously from states of relative simplicity and disorder (i.e., high entropy
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any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.states) to states of relative complexity and order (i.e., low entropy states). Moreover,
when considered over macroevolutionary timescales, the expansion and ordering of liv-
ing matter appears to proceed at an accelerating pace [1,2]. Yet this empirical trend
stands in stark contrast with one of the fundamental laws of physics, the second law of
thermodynamics, which states that energy/matter can spontaneously evolve only from
states of lower entropy (order) to states of higher entropy (disorder), i.e., in the oppo-
site direction. The apparent conflict between theory and empirical reality is normally
dismissed by pointing out that the second law does not really contradict biological evo-
lution because local decreases in entropy (i.e., ordering) are possible as long as there
are compensating increases in entropy (i.e., disordering) somewhere else, so that net
entropy always increases. Albeit, how exactly the apparent decrease of entropy on the
planet Earth is compensated by an increase in entropy somewhere else is less clear.
Since “somewhere else” can potentially include the whole Universe, the Universe as a
whole is believed to undergo natural disorganization on the way to its final destination,
i.e., to a state of maximum entropy, where all changes will cease, and disorder and
simplicity will prevail forever. A gloomy future indeed, so that one may ask oneself
why to bother, to excel, and to create, and why not simply enjoy by destroying, since
this is the natural and inevitable order of things anyway? Yet, most of us do bother,
excel, and create, for this makes our lives meaningful. A logical conclusion is that
either most people are mad, being in denial of reality and behaving irrationally, or that
the accepted theory presents us with a false image of reality that conflicts sharply with
our deep-seated beliefs, intuition, and common sense.
Revising the basic concepts, assumptions, and postulates placed as keystones in the
foundation of classical physics and the corresponding worldview at the very beginning,
this work outlines an alternative interpretation/image of reality that brings scientific
theory, experimental reality, and our deep-seated beliefs, intuition, and common sense
into harmony. Moreover, the proposed interpretation naturally resolves a large variety
of paradoxes and reconciles numerous controversies burdening modern sciences.
Let us begin by noting that the apparent conflict between the second law of thermo-
dynamics and biological evolution exists only if one assumes that the energy/matter
comprising the Universe is near equilibrium and that it evolves toward an equilibrium
state via disorganization and disordering, obeying the laws of equilibrium thermody-
namics. The conflict disappears, however, if we postulate that the energy/matter mak-
ing up the Universe is far from equilibrium, that it exists as an evolving flow, and that
the energy/matter flowing through and comprising the Universe evolves from simpli-
city and disorder to complexity and order via self-organization, in accordance with the
empirical laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics.
Studies on self-organization in relatively simple nonequilibrium systems show that
creating a gradient (e.g., a temperature, concentration, or chemical gradient) within a
molecular system of interacting components normally causes a flux of energy/matter
in the system and, as a consequence, the emergence of a countervailing gradient,
which, in turn, may cause the emergence of another flux and another gradient, and so
forth. The resulting complex system of conjugated fluxes and coupled gradients mani-
fests as a spatiotemporal macroscopic order spontaneously emerging in an initially fea-
tureless, disordered system, provided the system is driven far enough away from
equilibrium [3-5].
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reaction, in which malonic acid is oxidized by potassium bromate in dilute sulfuric acid
in the presence of a catalyst, such as cerium or manganese. By varying experimental
conditions, one can generate diverse ordered spatiotemporal patterns of reactants in
solution, such as chemical oscillations, stable spatial structures, and concentration
waves [4,5]. Another popular example is the Benard instability shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 The Benard instability. Establishing an increasing vertical temperature gradient (ΔT) across a
thin layer of liquid leads to heat transfer through the layer by conduction (organizational state #1).
Exceeding a certain critical value of temperature gradient (ΔTC) leads to an organizational state transition
within the liquid layer. As a result of the transition, conduction is replaced by convection (organizational
state #2) and the rate of heat transfer through the layer increases in a stepwise manner. Organizational
state #2 (convection) is a more ordered state (higher negative entropy) than organizational state #1
(conduction). The more ordered state requires and, at the same time, supports a higher rate of energy/
matter flow through the system. For this reason, the transitions between organizational states in
nonequilibrium systems tend to be all-or-none phenomena. As a consequence, nonequilibrium systems are
inherently quantal, absorbing and releasing energy/matter as packets. Organizational state #2 (convection)
will relax into organizational state #1 (conduction) upon decreasing the temperature gradient (not shown).
The Benard instability is an example of a nonequilibrium system illustrating a number of universal self-
organizational processes shared by all nonequilibrium systems, including living cells and organisms (see
discussion in the text). Reproduced from [8].
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tal layer of liquid by heating its lower surface, drives an upward heat flux through the
liquid layer. When the temperature gradient is relatively weak, heat propagates from
the bottom to the top by conduction. Molecules move in a seemingly uncorrelated
fashion, and no macro-order is discernable. However, once the imposed temperature
gradient reaches a certain threshold value, an abrupt organizational transition takes
place within the liquid layer, leading to the emergence of a metastable macroorganiza-
tion of molecular motion. Molecules start moving coherently, forming hexagonal con-
vection cells of a characteristic size. As a result of the organizational transition,
conduction is replaced by convection, and the rate of energy/matter transfer through
the layer increases in a stepwise manner.
Several empirical generalizations discovered in studies of far-from-equilibrium sys-
tems are especially relevant for the discussion that follows.
First, a sufficiently intense flow of energy/matter through an open physicochemical
system of interacting components naturally and spontaneously leads to the emergence
of interdependent fluxes and gradients within the system, with concomitant dynamic
compartmentalization of the components of the system in space and time.
Second, the emergence of macroscopic order is a highly nonlinear, cooperative
process. When a critical threshold value of flow rate is exceeded, the system sponta-
neously self-organizes into interdependent and interconnected macrostructures-
processes, in a phase transition-like manner. The macrostructures-processes emerging
in far-from-equilibrium conditions are of a steady-state nature. That is, what is actually
preserved and evolves over relevant timescales is an organization of relationships
between interacting components (an organizational form) but not physical components
comprising a given macrostructure. Members come and go, but the organization per-
sists. Normally, the same set of interacting microcomponents can generate multiple
alternative organizational configurations differing in the organization of energy/matter
exchanges transiently maintained among the interacting components that make up and
flow through a given configuration. As a consequence, macrostructures-processes
emerging in far-from-equilibrium systems are dynamic in two different senses, for they
display both configurational dynamics and flow dynamics. Among other things, this
means that, within a nonequilibrium system of energy/matter flow/circulation, every-
thing is connected to everything else through shared microcomponents flowing
through and mediating the emergence, evolution, and transformation of diverse organi-
zational forms comprising the system.
Third, the degree of complexity and order within a self-organizing nonequilibrium
system and the rate of energy/matter passing through the system correlate in a
mutually defining manner. A relatively higher degree of complexity and order requires
and, at the same time, supports a relatively higher rate of energy/matter flow. Increas-
ing the rate of energy/matter flow normally leads to a stepwise increase in relative
complexity and order within an evolving nonequilibrium system. Conversely, decreas-
ing the rate of energy/matter flow results in organizational relaxation via a stepwise
decrease in relative complexity and order. The mutually defining relationship between
the order within a nonequilibrium system and the rate of energy/matter flow through
the system accounts for the inherently quantal nature of nonequilibrium systems,
which absorb and release energy/matter in packets (i.e., as quanta).
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comprising the Universe is far from equilibrium, that it exists as an evolving flow, and
that the energy/matter comprising and flowing through the Universe spontaneously
self-organizes on multiple spatiotemporal scales into metastable, interconverting flow/
circulation patterns (organizational forms). These forms are manifested at the corre-
sponding levels of the organizational hierarchy as elementary particles, atoms, mole-
cules, cells, organisms, ecosystems (including human organizations and economies),
planetary and stellar systems, galaxies, and so forth. All of the scale-specific manifesta-
tions/forms of flowing energy/matter are thus interconnected and co-evolve as a nested
set of self-organizing and interdependent structures-processes.
As the second postulate, let us assume that, notwithstanding periodic but transient
setbacks in the form of organizational relaxations and restructuring (which occur on
multiple scales of space and time), the energy/matter comprising the Universe evolves
from simplicity and disorder to complexity and order via self-organization, in accor-
dance with the empirical laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics (NET).
The third postulate pertains to the spatiotemporal organization/structure of evolving
energy/matter. Recently, it was proposed that living matter as a whole represents a
multiscale structure-process of energy/matter flow/circulation, which obeys the empiri-
cal laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics and which evolves as a self-similar struc-
ture (fractal) due to the pressures of economic competition and evolutionary selection
[6-9]. According to the self-organizing fractal theory (SOFT) of living matter, certain
organizational structures and processes are scale-invariant and occur over and over
again on all scales of the biological organizational hierarchy, at the molecular, cellular,
organismal, populational, and higher-order levels of biological organization. The SOFT
implies the existence of universal principles governing self-organizational dynamics in
a scale-invariant manner. As the third postulate, let us assume that the energy/matter
flowing through and comprising the Universe spontaneously self-organizes into self-
similar (fractal) structures-processes on all scales of the organizational hierarchy.
The third postulate is of special importance because, by positing a new form of glo-
bal symmetry, it provides both a hypothesis and a means to verify this hypothesis.
Indeed, the scale-invariance of organizational dynamics allows for the deduction of
missing information by comparing scale-invariant organizational patterns across differ-
ent levels of the organizational hierarchy, and the inferences made from symmetry
considerations can be either tested through experimentation or immediately verified
with existing experimental data. Because the SOFT-NET theory tacitly implies that
most of the accumulated empirical data is correct but misinterpreted, great discoveries
can be made simply by reconceptualizing and restructuring existing knowledge.
As a matter of fact, we see not with eyes but with concepts, and, in the same way as
the mind of a child matures by acquiring new concepts that allow him/her to see new
meanings while looking at the same reality, our collective understanding of the world
and our place in it develops through the continuous acquisition of new concepts that
reveal an increasingly adequate image of reality.
Since the SOFT-NET interpretation is about an energy/matter flow, and the main
focus of this article is the phenomenon of life, let us begin with a review of what is
currently known about the propagation of elementary forms of energy/matter such as
electrons and protons within living matter.
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Water is a relatively unstructured, homogeneous, and isotropic medium. Within such a
medium, electron transfer (ET) occurs over short molecular distances and has no pre-
ferred pathways or directions. The distances and frequencies of ET in bulk water have
Gaussian distribution and decay rapidly for larger values. In contrast, biological macro-
molecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids, together with the ordered mole-
cules of interfacial water, represent dense, structured, highly inhomogeneous, and
anisotropic media that have evolved to mediate the efficient transport of electrons over
long molecular distances and along preferred pathways and directions.
In the 1960s, it was discovered that electrons move through proteins by means of
quantum mechanical tunneling between redox groups [10,11]. The rate of electron
tunneling is defined by the difference in redox potentials between donor and acceptor
(the driving force), the reorganization energy associated with nuclear rearrangements
accompanying charge transfer, and the electronic coupling between donor and accep-
tor [12,13]. In the late 1980s, Onuchic and Beratan proposed that ET rates in a protein
matrix are defined by the strengths of the pathways coupling donors and acceptors,
rather than decaying exponentially with the linear distance separating redox centers.
Because ET takes place preferentially through covalent and hydrogen bonds, and less
frequently, through van der Waals contacts and space, due to the energy penalties
associated with the corresponding transfers, the balance between through-bond and
through-space contacts between donor and acceptor was proposed to set the coupling
strength [14,15]. Such an interpretation implies that electron transfer between redox
centers in proteins can occur along multiple, competing tunneling pathways, with the
p r o b a b i l i t yo fE Ta l o n gag i v e np a t h w a yb e i n gd e f i n e db yp r o t e i ns t r u c t u r ea n d
dynamics. Since then, the tunneling-pathway model has proven to be one of the most
useful methods for estimating distant electronic couplings and ET rates. According to
current views, protein structure and dynamics are the key determinants of biological
ET rates, as they establish the driving force, the reorganization energy, and the electro-
nic coupling [13].
The propagation of electrons over distances longer than approximately 20 angstroms
is believed to take place by multistep tunneling, which involves electron transport
through a chain of coupled intermediate redox centers connecting the donor and
acceptor. Multistep tunneling is a viable method for delivering charges over long mole-
cular distances, especially if it involves endergonic steps [13]. However, electron trans-
f e ro v e ri n c r e a s i n g l yl o n g e rd i s t a n c e sr e quires increasingly greater precision in
positioning and structuring and finer control of reaction driving forces. It is reasonable
to expect that the distances and frequencies of ET within proteins do not follow Gaus-
sian distribution but are more accurately described by power-law or log-normal distri-
butions. This may mean that the probability of high-frequency and/or long-distance
ET through a protein medium is not prohibitively small but remains significant enough
to be functionally meaningful, whatever the size of the protein medium may be.
As a biologically relevant case of intermolecular ET, a redox reaction between two solu-
ble proteins involves the following basic steps: i) formation of an active donor-acceptor
complex, ii) electron transfer between the donor and acceptor, and iii) dissociation of
the oxidized and reduced products [13]. This implies that efficient, long-distance ET
within dynamic multiprotein complexes inside living cells would require the formation of
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flexible coupling of ET pathways at protein interaction interfaces. Remarkably, virtually
everything we know about the physicochemistry of proteins and protein-protein interac-
tions matches these requirements precisely, including such details as the surprisingly weak
affinities of the most specific protein-protein interactions driving the assembly of macro-
molecular complexes in the cell; the dynamic, adaptive, multiconformational nature of
proteins [16,17], which may have evolved to balance stability versus flexibility in electronic
couplings; the existence of evolutionary conserved pathways of physically and/or thermo-
dynamically linked amino acids that traverse through proteins, coupling interaction inter-
faces, and active sites [18-22]; the highly inhomogeneous distribution of interaction energy
on protein interaction interfaces (“hot spots”) [23]; and the specific spatial organization
and chemical composition of protein interaction interfaces [24], including the relative
abundance of structured water acting to facilitate intermolecular ET [25,26], among
others. Altogether, it appears that the physicochemical properties of proteins have been
carefully tailored by evolution to support electron transport through proteins and multi-
protein complexes.
In fact, the hypothesis of electron flow through proteins, protein complexes, and the
intracellular organization as a whole was suggested as early as 1941, by Albert Szent-
Gyorgyi, the discoverer of vitamin C and a Nobel laureate, who also felt that the cell
represents and functions as an energy continuum [27]. Although, electron conduction
in proteins was rejected at the time by physicists on theoretical grounds (like many
other physical phenomena, such as high-temperature superconductivity, for example),
the experimental demonstration of electron and proton tunneling in proteins later led
to the revival of interest in Szent-Gyorgyi’s ideas [10,11,28]. Currently, long-range elec-
tron and proton transfer in proteins as well as the intimate relationships among elec-
tron transfer, hydrogen transfer, enzymatic catalysis, and protein structure and
dynamics are the subject of intense research efforts, which are leading to a drastic revi-
sion of the classical models of enzymatic catalysis [13,22,29-32]. Briefly, because most,
perhaps all, enzymatic reactions involve the transfer of electrons and/or hydrogen (in
the form of an atom, proton, or hydride) as an essential step, it has been proposed that
the structures and dynamics of enzymes have been shaped by evolution in such a way
as to decrease and narrow fluctuating energy barriers within protein matrices in a spe-
cific manner, thus enabling electron and hydrogen transfer along preferred trajectories
and directions. Indeed, it is now well established that enzymatic catalysis is tightly
coupled to intrinsic protein motions that occur in enzymes on microsecond to millise-
cond timescales in the absence of any substrate [33-35]. In addition, a rapidly increas-
ing number of enzyme-catalyzed reactions are being recognized to involve the
formation of transient radical intermediates along electron-conducting pathways in
proteins, with radicals playing the role of “stepping stones” for moving electrons
[36-38].
The DNA double helix, with its π-stacked array of heterocyclic aromatic base pairs,
is another medium capable of supporting efficient long-range charge transport (CT) in
the form of moving electrons and holes. Since the first report more than 15 years ago
by Barton and colleagues on rapid electron transfer along the DNA helix over a dis-
tance greater than 40 angstroms [39], multiple studies from different research groups
have confirmed that long-range DNA-mediated CT is efficient over distances of at
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distance dependence and exquisite sensitivity to stacking perturbations, such as
mismatched, bulged, or damaged base pairs (see [40,41] and references therein).
It is worth mentioning the remarkable and revealing parallels in the evolution of
views on electron transport in proteins and DNA. At first, proteins and DNA were
believed to be insulators, until long-range electron tunneling in both media had been
experimentally demonstrated. Next, it was assumed that the rate of charge transfer in
proteins and DNA decays exponentially with the linear distance separating the electron
donor and acceptor, and attempts were made to characterize the corresponding expo-
nents. Having obtained widely varying exponents in the case of both media, the corre-
sponding investigators came to the same conclusion, namely, that the coupling
pathway strength, and thus the structure and dynamics of intervening medium, rather
than the linear distance between donor and acceptor, is that which defines the rate of
charge transfer. Finally, it is currently believed that long-distance charge transfer in
proteins and DNA occurs by the same mechanism involving a mixture of unistep
superexchange tunneling and thermally activated multistep hopping [13,41-43].
Among the four DNA base pairs, guanine has the lowest oxidation potential [44]. At
the same time, GG and GGG sequences have lower oxidation potentials than single
guanines [45]. Thus, the electron holes generated in DNA by oxidative species are
expected to rapidly migrate over long molecular distances by DNA CT and to equili-
brate at guanines in GG islands (on a ps/ns timescale) before the slow, irreversible
oxidation process leading to the formation of stable base oxidation products, such as
8-oxo-guanine, takes place (on a ms timescale) [46]. Indeed, using a variety of well-
defined oxidants and experimental systems, the accumulation of guanine radicals at
the 5’-Gs of GG and GGG sequences through long-range DNA CT has been demon-
strated in multiple studies in vitro, in the nuclei of living cells, and in mitochondria,
both in the presence and absence of DNA-binding proteins [41,47,48]. In fact, 5’-G
reactivity at a GG site is now considered to be a hallmark of long-range CT chemistry,
whereas nonspecific reaction at guanine bases suggests the involvement of alternative
chemistry [41,49]. Because guanine radicals are the first products of oxidative DNA
damage in the cell, DNA CT may drive the non-uniform distribution of oxidative
DNA lesions. Pertinently, exons have been found to contain approximately 50 times
fewer oxidation-prone guanines than introns. This means that coding sequences may
be protected from oxidative DNA damage by DNA CT, which funnels guanine radicals
out of exons into introns [50,51].
Importantly, DNA-mediated charge transfer enables long-range communication and
long-distance redox chemistry both between DNA and proteins and between individual
proteins bound to DNA [40,52,53]. DNA-interacting proteins that induce little struc-
tural change in DNA upon binding do not interfere with DNA CT [54], whereas pro-
teins that distort base stacking, flip out bases, or induce DNA kinks (as do certain
DNA repair enzymes, methylases, and transcription factors) either block or greatly
impede charge transfer along DNA [55,56]. Redox-active DNA-binding proteins can be
oxidized and reduced from a remote site through DNA CT. As an example, using
DNA as a conducting medium and their iron-sulfur clusters ([4Fe-4S]
2+/3+)a sr e d o x -
active centers, the base excision repair enzymes MutY and Endonuclease III of Escheri-
chia coli can quench emerging guanine radicals from a distance and communicate
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dation of the iron-sulfur cluster ([2Fe-2S]
1+/2+) in SoxR, a bacterial transcription factor
and a sensor of oxidative stress, leads to the activation of SoxR transcriptional activity,
which in turn, initiates a cellular response to oxidative stress. The DNA-bound,
reduced form of SoxR is transcriptionally inactive but can be activated from a distance
through DNA CT. It has been proposed that, upon oxidative stress, emerging guanine
radicals rapidly migrate to areas of low oxidative potential, such as guanine multiplets,
which are found in abundance near the SoxR binding region [57], and, by oxidizing
SoxR, activate cellular defensive responses [58]. The redox-responsive transcription fac-
tor p53, a central regulator of cellular responses to genotoxic stress in higher organ-
isms, can be oxidized through DNA CT and induced to dissociate from its binding
sites from a distance. p53 contains 10 conserved cysteines in its DNA-binding domain,
and in this case, sulfhydryl (-SH) groups play the role of redox-active centers. Interest-
ingly, the DNA-mediated oxidation and ensuing dissociation of p53 appear to be pro-
moter-specific, adding yet another layer of complexity to p53 regulation [53].
Altogether, it appears that genomic DNA may in fact function as a giant sponge
that absorbs oxidizing equivalents and redistributes them within the DNA medium
in a spatiotemporally organized and sequence-dependent manner. This conclusion is
consistent with a recent discovery indicating that genomic DNA is maintained in the
cell as a sponge-like fractal globule [59]. As implied in the works of Leonardo da
Vinci [60] and Mandelbrot [61], and as suggested explicitly by West, Brown, and
Enquist [62,63], fractal geometry is a telltale sign of a distribution system that man-
ages the transport and exchange of energy/matter under the pressure for economic
efficiency [8].
Complementing the findings on electron transport within proteins and DNA, studies
on proton dynamics at protein-water and lipid-water interfaces demonstrate that the
surfaces of proteins and biological membranes, together with the ordered molecules of
interfacial water, can act as proton-collecting, -storing, and -conducting media [64-69].
The capture of protons from the bulk aqueous phase and the transport of protons on
the surfaces of dense macromolecular media are mediated by the judicial spatiotem-
poral organization of protonatable groups and ordered molecules of interfacial water.
Molecular ordering of water at the surfaces of proteins and lipid membranes facilitates
the lateral transfer of protons along the surface, while creating a kinetic barrier for
proton exchange between the surface and the bulk phase. As a result, the rates of lat-
eral proton transfer along macromolecular surfaces exceed the rates of proton
exchange with the bulk phase by orders of magnitude, enabling the efficient capture
and transport of protons on the surfaces of proteins, lipids, and their complexes
[64,67,70].
In proteins, negatively charged residues such as that of aspartate and glutamate (pKa
in water ~4.0) serve to attract and pass protons along protein surfaces, whereas sur-
face-exposed histidines residing among acidic groups (pKa ~ 7.0), which often decorate
the orifices of proton-conducting channels/pathways, function to trap and to store pro-
tons, feeding them into proton pathways/sinks [64,67]. Similarly, low-pKa head groups
of lipids are proposed to mediate the capture and transport of protons on biological
membranes, whereas high-pKa lipid groups are used for buffering and guiding proton
fluxes into proton sinks [64,66]. Moreover, most biological membranes contain anionic
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The physicochemical properties of acid-anions make them an ideal means to capture,
store, and transport protons (as well as other ions) on polyanionic surfaces (for details,
see [65,66]). Altogether, studies on proton dynamics at lipid-water interfaces suggest
that biological membranes can act as efficient proton-collecting and -distributing sys-
tems that increase the effective proton (ion) collision cross-section and provide an
appropriately structured molecular platform that enables the harvesting, dynamic sto-
rage, and organized transport of protons (and other ions) on large macromolecular
surfaces. Such an arrangement would be an ideal means to ensure stable yet flexible
and adaptive procurement, distribution, and supply of protons (ions) in conditions of
the constantly fluctuating and changing demands from proton (ion) consumers such as
receptors, channels, enzymes, and other proteins and multiprotein complexes function-
ing in association with lipid membranes.
It should be pointed out that, within dense media composed of biological macromo-
lecules and interfacial water, electrons and protons rarely, if ever, move independently,
meaning that the fluxes of electrons and protons are often, if not always, conjugated.
Enzymes, for example, commonly rely on the coupling of electrons and protons to per-
form chemical transformations. Amino acid radical initiation and propagation, small
molecule activation processes, as well as the activation of most substrate bonds at
enzyme active sites all involve the coupling of electron transfer to proton transport
[37,71]. The tunneling of hydrides or hydrogen atoms is an obvious example of pro-
ton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) [72,73]. However, theoretical and experimental
studies indicate that, to be coupled, electrons and protons do not necessarily have to
move along collinear coordinates. Electron and proton fluxes remain coupled as long
as the kinetics and thermodynamics of electron movement is dependent on the posi-
tion of a specific proton or a group of protons at any given time. Thus, electron trans-
port to and from active sites can occur in concert with protons hopping “orthogonally”
to and from active sites along amino acid chains or structured water channels
[30,71,74,75]. Redox-driven proton pumps (e.g., cytochrome c oxidase), monooxy-
genases (e.g., cytochrome P450), peroxidases, and hydrogenases are examples of
enzymes employing orthogonal PCET [71]. Importantly, proton-coupled electron trans-
fer processes are not limited to proteins and have been observed experimentally and in
simulations in DNA and DNA analogs [76-79]. Experimental evidence suggests, for
example, that electron transfer in duplex DNA is coupled to interstrand proton trans-
fer between complementary bases [80,81].
To summarize, a large body of experimental evidence demonstrates that proteins,
nucleic acids, lipids, and their complexes represent structured macromolecular media
that enable and facilitate the capture and directed transport of electrons and protons.
Because so many physicochemical properties of proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids
appear to have been carefully tailored by evolution to satisfy the requirements of orga-
nized electron transport over large molecular distances, it is reasonable to suggest that
electron flow may represent a fundamental physical force that sustains, drives, and
informs all biological organization and dynamics.
Indeed, from a larger-scale perspective, the structures and dynamics of all aerobic
organisms are sustained and fueled by a continuous and rapid flow of electrons and
protons passing through their internal structures, with foodstuffs and water serving as
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Using the energy of the sun, photosynthetic organisms drive the flow of electrons and
protons in the opposite direction, from reduced oxygen in the form of water and car-
bon dioxide back into foodstuffs, thus completing and fueling this global reduction-
oxidation cycle. Although different organisms (or the same organisms under different
circumstances) may use different chemical species as sources of and sinks for electrons
and protons, what appears to be always and everywhere present is a continuous and
rapid flow of electrons and protons passing through each and every living organism.
Pertinently, hydrogen (i.e., a bound state of a proton and an electron) is the most
abundant chemical element in the universe, making up 75% of normal matter by mass
and over 90% by number of atoms, while life on Earth has evolved in a continuous
flux of cosmic radiation consisting of protons (~90%), alpha particles (i.e., two protons
and two neutrons; ~9%), and electrons (~1%) [82,83]. Hydrogen is the third most
abundant chemical element on the Earth’s surface, captured largely in the form of
hydrocarbons and water [83]. Notably, anaerobic chemolithoautotrophs, archaebacteria
that obtain energy from inorganic compounds and carbon from CO2 and that are
believed to be one of the earliest organisms evolved on the planet, acquire their energy
either by producing methane (CH4) from carbon dioxide and hydrogen or by produ-
cing hydrogen sulfide (H2S) from sulfur and hydrogen [84,85]. In other words, these
microorganisms capture, store, and distribute hydrogen over the planet’s surface, for
hydrogen as a gas escapes Earth’s gravity and is lost to space if not captured in a che-
mically bound form.
Before further discussion of the experimental evidence demonstrating a key role for
electron and proton flow/circulation in biological organization and dynamics, let us
pause for a moment and reconsider the aforementioned studies on electron and proton
transport in biomolecular media within the framework of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics.
A nonequilibrium model of biological organization and dynamics
Whether explicitly stated or tacitly implied, the phenomena studied in molecular and
cell biology are traditionally interpreted and rationalized within the conceptual frame-
work of classical physics, i.e., classical mechanics and equilibrium thermodynamics.
This tradition is a direct consequence of the institutionalized nature of science, com-
bined with the fact that molecular and cell biology and the corresponding institutions
were founded and directed by physicists and biochemists whose mental structures and,
thus, habitual interpretations were shaped by their rigorous training in classical physics
and engineering. Accordingly, virtually all of the studies mentioned in the previous sec-
tion were performed and interpreted using the concepts, assumptions, and theories of
classical physics, despite the commonly accepted fact that the cell/organism (any living
organization, in fact) is an open nonequilibrium system, which exists and functions
only because of the incessant flow of energy/matter passing through it. Therefore, it is
reasonable to suggest that the aforementioned studies, which have been performed by
taking a nonequilibrium system of conjugated fluxes and gradients, destroying fluxes
and gradients, isolating individual components, placing them in equilibrium conditions,
making averaging measurements, and inferring the original state of the system with the
help of the theories and assumptions pertaining to the equilibrium state, may interpret
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and their conclusions within the framework of nonequilibrium thermodynamics reveals
a qualitatively different image of reality.
As a simple nonequilibrium model of biological organization and dynamics, consider
a linear electron transport chain made of redox-active centers connected via what can
be called “environmentally responsive, structurally adaptive, and proactive media” or,
simply, “animate media” (Figure 2). The term “animate media” is meant to signify that
a medium connecting redox centers can adopt multiple alternative conformations, with
each conformation having multiple electron-conducting pathways, and that alternative
conformations interconvert under the combined influence of the environment and the
internal state of the medium. Redox centers and intervening animate media reside in
an aqueous environment, sandwiched between a source of and a sink for electrons. In
far-from-equilibrium conditions, a given electron-conducting chain made of redox-
active centers and animate media mediates and, at the same time, is stabilized/sus-
tained by the flux of electrons moving from the source through the chain into the sink.
One can immediately appreciate that, in far-from-equilibrium conditions, in addition
to or even instead of the difference in redox potentials between individual redox cen-
ters, the electron gradient becomes a key force driving electron flow. When large
enough, an electron gradient may drive electron transport through a chain of equipo-
tential redox centers and even through energetic “bumps” along an electron transport
pathway. In other words, the requirements for fine control of reaction driving forces
and the precise structuring of the intervening medium can be relaxed in far-from-
equilibrium conditions, as compared to the equilibrium state, given the existence of
appropriate gradients and fluxes. In addition, thermally driven electron transfer is
expected to be much more efficient in far-from-equilibrium conditions, where vibra-
tional modes of a conducting medium can be highly structured and coordinated.
Consequently, large-scale, organized electron flow becomes much more feasible in
far-from-equilibrium conditions, as compared to the equilibrium state.
It should be kept in mind that, in far-from-equilibrium conditions, there is a never-
ending competition between alternative electron-conducting pathways and alternative
conformations within each of the intervening animate media. Which pathways and
conformations are actually preferred (i.e., selected and stabilized) within individual ani-
mate media will depend both on the environment and on the internal state of a given
conducting medium. It is fair to assume that, in a stable environment, those pathways
and conformations that are optimized in terms of ET efficiency will tend to prevail
and to persist longer than their less efficient alternatives.
Let us next consider the relationship between the degree of order within a nonequili-
brium electron transport chain and the rate of energy/matter flux passing through the
chain. On one hand, efficient and rapid flow of energy/matter through a semi-structured
adaptive medium requires an adequate and stable spatiotemporal ordering of the
medium, which can be achieved, for example, by stabilizing one or a few appropriate
conformations selected from multiple competing alternatives. On the other hand, the
higher the degree of spatiotemporal order in a medium, the more energy required to
sustain this order, i.e., the faster the energy/matter flux needed. As a result, in far-from-
equilibrium conditions, the rate of energy/matter flux passing through a structurally
adaptive medium and the degree of spatiotemporal order of the medium are co-defining
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theory conceptualizes biological organization and dynamics in terms of nonequilibrium electron transport
chains that support and, at the same time, are supported by electrons moving between redox centers
along electron gradients. Electron flow/circulation is organized by and, at the same time, organizes
intervening macromolecular media residing in an aqueous environment (see details in the text). Two major
forms of electron transport and the corresponding organization of a linear electron transport chain are
shown: A) fast electron transport through and by means of highly organized macromolecular media (e.g.,
proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and their complexes) and B) relatively slow electron transport by means of
the same disorganized chain components diffusing in the aqueous phase. Two consecutive “zoom-ins” (in
A) reveal the multiscale complexity of alternative and, thus, competing pathways of electron flow. The
apparent complexity is greatly simplified, however, by the fact that electron flow is organized in a self-
similar (i.e., scale-invariant) manner, with pathways making up higher-order pathways making up yet
higher-order pathways and so forth. Within each hierarchical level in the organization of electron flow,
individual pathways are similarly clustered into families of related pathways, with the overall electron flow
being dynamically, competitively, and highly unevenly partitioned among alternative pathways and
pathway families. C) The model is brought closer to reality by introducing orthogonal flow of chain
components passing through a steady-state organization of the electron transport chain. Filled (●) and
empty (○) circles denote redox centers with excess and deficit of electrons, correspondingly. Dotted line
(-·-·-·) denotes electron transfer. Geometrical shapes with complementary features are animate media.
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tional state transitions. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that the different mechan-
isms invoked to explain the seemingly conflicting experimental data on electron transfer
in proteins and DNA (see discussions of the corresponding controversies in [32,41]) can
be readily reconciled as complements within the framework of nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics. In other words, different mechanisms of electron transfer are not mutually
exclusive in nonequilibrium conditions but, instead, may co-exist, compete, cooperate,
or be suppressed or enhanced, depending on the circumstances.
For example, relatively slow and unorganized electron transport inside living cells
may take place simply via free diffusion of soluble electron donors and acceptors, such
as reactive species of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, sulfur, and other chemical elements, as
well as NAD(P)H, glutathione, iron, hydrogen, sulfate, nitrate, fumarate, redox-active
proteins, and many other species. Moderately fast and organized electron transport,
which requires and, at the same time, supports a moderately organized medium, may
take place in the form of electrons hopping along preferred electron-conducting path-
ways between redox-active centers embedded within dense macromolecular structures.
A supercurrent, i.e., an even faster and more organized electron flow, will require and,
at the same time, sustain a yet greater degree of spatiotemporal molecular order.
In other words, in nonequilibrium conditions, the same set of redox centers and inter-
vening animate media can mediate electron flow by a variety of mechanisms. Conse-
quently, the electron transport chain shown in Figure 2, as well as macromolecular
complexes, sub-cellular structures, and the cell as a whole, can behave as insulators, as
semiconductors, and perhaps as high-temperature superconductors, depending on the
degree and adequacy of spatiotemporal order in their internal organization and
dynamics. Such an interpretation of cellular organization and dynamics may explain
the paradoxically high densities of biological macromolecules maintained in living cells
(estimated 300-400 mg/ml of proteins and RNA alone [86]). One can also infer that
the sub-cellular structures and organelles containing relatively higher densities of pro-
teins, nucleic acids, and/or lipids, such as lipid rafts, post-synaptic densities, mitochon-
dria, and the nucleus, are the areas of relatively higher electron densities, faster
electron fluxes, and higher degrees of molecular coordination and order. Of note, such
structures tend to have higher affinities for osmium tetroxide, a powerful and highly
toxic oxidant widely used for cross-linking and staining of biological specimens for
transmission electron microscopy. Consequently, many such structures appear as dark,
electron-dense regions on electron micrographs.
It is worth pointing out that because the degree of order and the rate of energy/mat-
ter flow are co-defining in far-from-equilibrium systems, large-scale conductivity is an
emergent property of organization (an ordered whole) rather than of component parts.
Properties of parts are only compatible with and, in fact, are often selected and/or
reinforced by the emergent properties of the organizational whole. Needless to say,
many essential properties of both parts and the whole disappear every time an organi-
zation is destroyed due to the isolation and characterization of its individual compo-
nents. In addition, any living organization is more than a simple sum of its
components, and the properties and capabilities of the whole are defined not only by
the properties and capabilities of its parts but also by a particular organization of rela-
tionships maintained between constituent parts. Consequently, the same set of parts
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may differ widely in their individual properties, attributes, and capabilities. Multiplicity
of alternative organizational wholes made of the same parts may explain the rapid
divergence of individual properties, attributes, and behaviors commonly observed in
isogenic populations of proteins, cells, and organisms, and discussed in biological
literature under the term “stochasticity” [87,88].
Next, let us assume that the electron transport chain in our model is maintained in
one of its highly conductive, and thus highly ordered, states and begin to gradually
slow down the flow of electrons (energy/matter, generally speaking) passing through
the chain. When the rate of flux reaches a certain threshold value, the most costly ani-
mate medium (i.e., the least adequate under the given circumstances) in the chain will
relax to its less conductive state. There are two most likely outcomes of such a failure.
Because the impaired conductivity of a part impairs the overall flow through the sys-
tem, a failure of one part may precipitate an avalanche of structural relaxations in
other parts, bringing the whole chain down to an organizational state of a lower degree
of order and, thus, of conductivity. Alternatively, having transiently acquired greater
conformational flexibility, a relaxed part may quickly find and adopt a less costly con-
formation (i.e., one more economically efficient and more adequate under the circum-
stances), thus keeping pace with and sustaining the energy/matter flow or perhaps
even improving it. In other words, the chain as a whole and each of its parts are adap-
tive to some degree and will generally tolerate fluctuations to some extent. Although
small fluctuations may precipitate great avalanches, most of the time small fluctuations
will cause only local relaxations and restructuring. Whereas large fluctuations can be
tolerated, the most likely outcome of a large fluctuation will be a large-scale relaxation
and restructuring. Note that the adaptability of the whole is built upon and depends
upon the adaptability of its individual parts and that the adaptations of a part or the
whole invariably involve local or global organizational relaxation and restructuring,
caused by and, at the same time, causing fluctuations or changes in the overall energy/
matter flow.
There is a special situation in the dynamics of an electron transport chain that
should be emphasized, as it is of special importance for biological organizational
dynamics in general: the case when all or most of the individual animate media com-
prising the chain approach their relaxation thresholds more or less simultaneously (i.e.,
all or most of animate media are synchronized). The whole system is then poised at
the threshold of a large-scale organizational transition; the system becomes critical.
When a system is critical, infinitesimally small fluctuations, either external or internal,
m a yt r i g g e ra na l l - o r - n o n ec o o p e r a t i v er e s p o n s eo ft h ew h o l ei nt h ef o r mo fal a r g e -
scale organizational transition. Notice that the same is also true if we approach the cri-
tical state from the opposite direction, i.e., if instead of slowing down energy/matter
flow, we accelerate it, forcing all or most of the animate media into their more orga-
nized and thus more conductive states. In other words, independent of the direction
from which a system approaches its critical state, the system becomes most sensitive
and powerful when it is critical, behaving and responding as one.
In the preceding example, we ignored environmental influences and were changing
the internal state of the electron transport chain by changing the intensity (the flow
rate) of the energy/matter flux passing through it. Let us now fix the rate of energy/
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ship between the rate of energy/matter flow and the degree of order in far-from-
equilibrium systems, the responses of individual animate media and the chain as a
whole to environmental fluctuations will be similar to those described above for inter-
nal fluctuations. The environmental changes that bring about conformational transi-
tions impairing conductivity will either lead to rapid structural adaptation of the
affected animate media or to cascading failures within the chain. Analogously, if and
when the electron transport chain becomes critical, it becomes exceptionally sensitive
to external influences, behaving as one and responding to the environment by coopera-
tive organizational transitions in an all-or-none manner.
Next, let us consider the situation when, due to a major external or internal perturba-
tion, an electron transport chain dissociates into its individual components (Figure 2B).
Immediately after dissociation, reduced and oxidized redox centers, whether alone or in
cooperation with animate media, will continue to transport electrons down the electron
gradient in a relatively slow and disorganized manner, via random collisions, electron
transfer, and diffusion. However, a new electron transport chain(s) will soon emerge,
enforced by the electron gradient, facilitated by the electrostatic attraction between
charge transfer complexes, and shaped by the competition for electron flow between
alternative arrangements of the electron transport chain. The waiting time can be signifi-
cantly shortened if individual components making up the chain have specific structures
that allow them to recognize and bind each other in an ordered manner. Adding scaf-
folds that facilitate a proper spatial arrangement of individual components into a func-
tional chain can shorten the waiting time even more.
Finally, in analogy to the incessant synthesis/import and degradation/export of cellu-
lar constituents in a living cell, let us include into our model orthogonal flow of indivi-
dual chain components that continuously pass through the system (Figure 2C). Let us
also assume that the probability of the elimination of a free, unattached component
(e.g., due to degradation and/or export) is significantly higher, and thus its life expec-
tancy within the system is considerably lower than the corresponding probability of
the same component when it is employed within an active electron transport chain.
It is not difficult to see that the outlined nonequilibrium model of electron flow
through a structurally adaptive medium that continuously turns over will have the fol-
lowing basic properties. Different environments will favor different electron transport
chains. Environmental and internal changes and fluctuations in energy/matter flow will
drive the emergence, evolution, and adaptation of electron transport chains. Upon
local relaxation events, individual chain components will compete for transiently
opened vacancies within existing chains, consequently improving or undermining the
chains they join. Following global relaxation, multiple alternative electron transport
chains will initially compete, until one or a few chains, which are optimized for rapid
and efficient electron transport under the given environmental circumstances, take
over the electron transport and win the competition. As a whole, the system of elec-
tron transport will co-evolve with its environment. Generally speaking, the electron
transport chains that form fastest and that are flexible and adaptive, yet stable and effi-
cient, will persist longer, thus giving rise to the increasingly stable electron-conducting
chains that maximize electron flux, while minimizing the energy expenditure required
for their maintenance. Because the life expectancy of chain components is coupled to
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nating chains and the life expectancies of their components will tend to increase in
parallel in stable environments. If, with time, a given environmental niche becomes
homeostatic as, for example, do many intracellular and intraorganismal environments,
t h ee c o n o m i ce f f i c i e n c yo fa ne l e c t r o nt r a n s port chain operating in a stable environ-
ment can be improved by synthesizing only those chain components that have proven
to perform adequately in a given environment, while suppressing the synthesis of irre-
levant components, in a manner of the processes underlying cell differentiation and, in
fact, any functional specialization.
Altogether, it is evident that even an extremely simplified nonequilibrium model of
electron transport through a structurally adaptive, multicomponent medium faithfully
captures most of the basic features of biological organization and dynamics. Of course,
the model can be further improved and brought closer to reality by considering three-
dimensional networks of electron transport; multiple sources of and sinks for electrons;
competition and cooperation among networks, chains, pathways, sources, and sinks; by
introducing and considering various conjugated fluxes, such as those of protons, ions,
phosphate, ATP, metabolites, and other species; by introducing energy/matter transfor-
mations, and so forth. However, the main goal of our discussion is not to attempt to
model the living organism in the conventional, mechanistic sense, trying to account for
the infinity of the continuously changing interdependent parts, influences, and pro-
cesses that make up the living organism, but instead to re-focus our attention on the
scale-invariant organizational principles, concepts, and processes that, by virtue of their
scale-invariance, collapse the infinity of largely irrelevant details into a manageable
number of essential categories, variables, and their relationships.
The reinterpretation of biological organization and dynamics in terms of electron
transport chains and networks that support and, at the same time, are supported by
electron flow (as outlined in Figure 2) suggests, for example, that it may be worth
identifying those constituents of living cells that fall into the conceptual categories of
redox-active centers, electron transport pathways, animate media, and electron sources
and sinks. In addition, it may be also informative and revealing to identify and analyze
physical manifestations of local and global organizational relaxations and transitions in
living cells as well as their effects on the energy/matter flow through biological media.
Redox centers and electron relays in living cells
Because of their specific physicochemical and structural properties, as discussed above,
proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids are obvious candidates for the role of the adaptive,
animate media that enable, mediate, and organize electron transport between redox-
active centers. Let us therefore consider the chemical species that are either known to
function or can potentially function as redox-active centers and/or components of elec-
tron relays within the macromolecular organization of the cell.
Transition metals, which can readily alternate between different oxidation states by
donating and accepting electrons, are well-known redox-active centers in the cell.
Transition metals are actively imported and retained by all living cells. Studies on tran-
sition metals in bacteria show that individual bacteria accumulate transition metals at
concentrations that are several orders of magnitude higher than that found in growth
media. The typical concentrations of transition metals in E. coli are estimated to be
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for V, Co, and Ni [89]. Importantly, the abundance of transition metals in the cell is
matched by the abundance of metalloproteins, which comprise about a third of all
structurally characterized proteins.
In their free form, transition metals such as iron and copper can be readily oxidized
and reduced in the cytoplasm by a variety of species, thus enablingd i f f u s i o n - d r i v e n
electron transport (e.g., via production of diffusible free radicals and other reactive spe-
cies). The Fenton reaction and associated reactions are examples of redox reactions
mediated by iron in aqueous solutions [90]:
(1) Fe
2+ +H 2O2 ® Fe
3+ + ￿OH + OH
-
(2) Fe






+ ® H2O2 +O 2











where ￿OH is a hydroxyl radical and O2￿
- is a superoxide anion.
Most of the time, however, transition metals are transported and incorporated into
proteins in an organized manner, as redox-active elements of iron-sulfur clusters,
heme groups, and other cofactors. Redox-active prosthetic groups with multiple oxida-
tion states are present in a wide variety of enzymes and proteins, such as ferredoxins,
dehydrogenases, hydrogenases, oxidases, reductases, oxygenases, cytochromes, and blue
copper proteins. In fact, clusters of nonheme iron and inorganic [Fe-S] clusters are
some of the most ubiquitous and functionally versatile prosthetic groups in nature.
More than 120 distinct types of enzymes are known to contain [Fe-S] clusters [91].
The ability to delocalize electron density over both Fe and S atoms makes [Fe-S] clus-
ters ideally suited for mediating electron transport [91,92]. Another popular arrange-
ment used in biomolecular electron relays is a conjugated, often ring-based, system of
covalent bonds with delocalized electrons, which is frequently positioned near a metal
ion(s) and acts as a complex redox-active center and/or an electron relay element with
multiple oxidation states.
Riboflavin (vitamin B2) is an essential micronutrient that plays a key role in energy
metabolism. It is required for the metabolism of fatty acids, ketone bodies, carbohy-
drates, and proteins. Riboflavin is the central component of the cofactors flavin ade-
nine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and is therefore required
by all flavoproteins. Flavins can act as oxidizing agents through their ability to accept a
pair of hydrogen atoms. Reduction of the isoalloxazine ring yields the reduced forms
of flavoproteins (FADH2 and FMNH2). Flavoproteins exhibit a wide range of redox
potentials and play various roles in intermediary metabolism [93].
In fact, a large variety of prosthetic groups and cofactors, which are produced from
vitamins, micronutrients, and metabolites, are known to mediate electron transfer reac-
tions. Examples include, but are not limited to, iron-sulfur clusters, heme groups,
NAD(P)
+ (niacin/vitamin B3), lipoamide (lipoic acid), cobalamins (vitamin B12), mena-
quinone (vitamin K), ascorbic acid (vitamin C), a-tocopherol (vitamin E), retinol
(vitamin A), coenzyme A, coenzyme Q, S-adenosylmethionine, and pterins. In addition,
such biologically ubiquitous and abundant families of chemical species as porphyrins,
quinones, polyphenols, and pigments commonly function as redox-active centers and/or
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central functional element of hemoproteins. The delocalized π-electrons of porphyrin
endow it with the ability to mediate electron transfer. Oxidized and reduced quinones
are universally used for shuttling electrons in electron transport chains and are
common constituents of biologically active molecules, both natural and synthetic.
Biological pigments such as chlorophylls, melanins, carotenoids,a n dflavanoids are a
special case, because, in addition to mediating redox reactions, pigments can capture
and convert radiation energy into charge movement. Consider melanin, an ancient
pigment found in all biological kingdoms, as an example [94]. In humans, melanin is
present in skin, hair, the brain, the nervous system, the eye, the adrenal gland, and the
inner ear. A heterogeneous aggregate of π-stacked oligomers made of indolequinone
units, melanin has a number of remarkable and poorly understood physicochemical
properties. Melanin acts as an amorphous semiconductor. It has broad-band mono-
tonic absorption from the far UV into the infrared, atypical for organic chromophores.
M e l a n i ng i v e sap e r s i s t e n te l e c t r o ns p i nr e s onance (ESR) signal, a clear indication of
free radical centers present in the material. Melanin can quench radical species as well
as produce them. Melanin dissipates all sorts of absorbed radiation in a non-radiative
manner through an efficient but rather mysterious process (for reviews on melanin, see
[94-96]). Melanin participates in electron transfer reactions, reducing and oxidizing
other molecules. A key monomer of melanin has been reported to perform photon-
driven proton transfer cycles [97]. Melanin exhibits strong electron-phonon coupling
and is one of the best sound-absorbing materials known [98]. Melanized fungi, which
thrive in such extreme environments as the damaged reactor in Chernobyl and orbiting
spacecraft, are actually stimulated to grow by ionizing radiation and exhibit “radiotrop-
ism,” i.e., directional growth towards sources of ionizing radiation. Interestingly, many
fungal fossils appear to be melanized [99]. Consequently, it has been proposed that
melanin may function as a broad-band radiation energy harvester, in a manner similar
to chlorophyll [100].
Two points should be emphasized here. First, the involvement of many, perhaps
most, prosthetic groups and cofactors in electron transfer reactions has been discov-
ered and elucidated fortuitously, since the conventional biological paradigm provides
no rationale for systematic investigation of the redox (electronic) properties of cellular
constituents. Second, in the same way as the pKa of an isolated amino acid and the
pKa of the same amino acid embedded within protein matrix may differ dramatically,
the redox behavior of chemical species isolated in the test tube may differ drastically
from the redox properties of the same species in their natural microenvironments, as
electronic configurations of the same species are generally different in different micro-
environments. In other words, the fact that “well-studied” chemical species and macro-
molecules are regarded as redox inactive may simply mean that the corresponding
measurements were performed using inappropriate experimental conditions. A charac-
teristic example is the MutY and Endonuclease III glycosylases from E. coli.T h e i r
iron-sulfur clusters had been assumed to be redox inactive until researchers decided to
test their behavior in DNA-bound enzymes [40]. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest
that most, perhaps all, prosthetic groups and cofactors function in reality as essential
components of redox-active centers and/or electron relays and that the main reason
why all organisms continuously ingest vitamins and micronutrients is to ensure an
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duction, maintenance, and turnover of redox-active centers and electron relays within
the steady-state molecular organization of the cell/organism.
Whereas many characterized redox-active proteins contain cofactors such as metals,
NAD
+,a n dF A D ,thiol-based redox systems are perhaps the most common and versa-
tile mediators of electron and proton flow in proteins, thanks to the remarkable chemi-
cal versatility of sulfur, which can participate in several mechanistically distinct redox
reactions, such as nucleophilic attack, and electron, hydrogen (proton, atom, and
hydride), and oxygen atom transfers. Sulfur occurs in up to ten different oxidation
states in vivo,m o s to f t e ni ns u c hf o r m sa st h i o l s( - S H ) ,t h i o l a t e s( - S
-), thiyl radicals
(-S￿), disulfides (-S-S-), sulfenic (-SOH), sulfinic (-SO2H), and sulfonic acids (-SO3H),
disulfide-S-oxides (-SOS-), and other species. Accordingly, sulfur-containing com-
pounds mediate diverse cellular processes related to electron/proton transfer and sto-
rage. The amino acid cysteine, for example, performs a wide variety of tasks in
proteins, such as disulfide formation, metal binding, electron donation, hydrolysis, and
redox catalysis (for reviews, see [101-103]). One well-known redox reaction involving
cysteine is reversible disulfide formation. The low redox potential of cysteine allows for
efficient electron transfer from cysteine, leading to thiyl radical and disulfide formation.
The reverse reaction involves disulfide bond reduction to two cysteine thiols by the
transfer of electrons from electron donors such as NADPH, FADH2, and glutathione.
Sulfhydryl groups (-SH) in proteins can thus function as donors (reduced state) and
acceptors (oxidized state) of electrons and protons, i.e., as redox-active centers and/or
constituents of electron and/or proton relays.
Glutathione (g-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine, GSH) is the most abundant low-molecular-
weight thiol in animal cells, and GSH and glutathione disulfide (GSSG) constitute a
major redox couple. Under normal physiological conditions, animal cells typically con-
tain 0.5 to 10 mM GSH, with the GSH/GSSG ratio > 10 [104,105]. Whereas the reduc-
tion of disulfide bonds in proteins by free GSH and other reducing equivalents occurs
in a relatively slow and undirected manner, thioredoxin, glutaredoxin, and other
enzyme-based redox systems provide speed and direction to thiol-mediated redox reac-
tions, thereby accelerating and structuring electron and proton fluxes in the cell (for
reviews, see [106,107]). Indeed, a large body of experimental evidence indicates that
thiol-mediated redox reactions and the corresponding electron and proton fluxes are
highly structured and compartmentalized in living cells. For example, oxidation of
OxyR, a transcription factor responsible for the expression of antioxidative genes in
E. coli, occurs in response to as little as 5 μM hydrogen peroxide, whereas the redox
state of glutathione remains unchanged in cells challenged with 200 μMH 2O2 [108].
As another example, low-intensity light triggers oxidation of the chloroplast RB60 pro-
tein, a constituent part of a photoresponsive complex regulating translation, whereas
other proteins with reactive thiols remain unaffected [109].
Radicals and antioxidants are chemical species that can act as redox-active centers
and/or constituents of electron relays in living cells and organisms. Broadly defined,
radicals are any species with unpaired electrons, whereas antioxidants are any species
that act as electron donors for oxidizing species, yielding less reactive products in the
process. Both radicals and antioxidants can be useful and harmful for the cell, depend-
ing on the circumstances. In organized molecular contexts, radicals such as reactive
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in nucleic acids, and carbon and hydroperoxyl radicals in lipids may play positive roles
as electron donors, acceptors, and transporters. In conditions of disorganization, when
for example, a macromolecular complex/structure mediating organized electron trans-
port suddenly relaxes and/or dissociates into individual components, “freed” radicals
may exert their reactivity in an uncontrolled, undirected, and thus, disruptive manner.
In the same way, but at the human scale, proactive members of an organization invigo-
rate and drive the organization. As a part of a mob, they inflame chaos and destruc-
tion. It is important to realize, however, that in the context of organizational
adaptation and evolution, “disruptive” and “destruction” are not necessarily negative
terms. When applied to irrelevant, inadequate, or obsolete structures, destruction can
be a creative and revitalizing force. In fact, self-destruction and recreation is the only
way to keep on living. This fact is reflected in the myth of the Phoenix firebird, a sym-
bol of life. Pertinently, conventional fire results from the rapid oxidation of a fuel
(usually a hydrocarbon) by atmospheric oxygen in an uncontrolled reaction mediated
by radical intermediates. The physicochemistry of combustion and flames may thus
help to explain both the positive and negative aspects of antioxidants. In the same way
that both excessive and insufficient quenching of a fire are counterproductive, as the
former chokes it and the latter leads to a runaway fire, too much and too little of anti-
oxidants are detrimental for the living fire that, in the form of organized electron flow,
animates and powers cells and organisms.
It should be emphasized that electron transport inside living cells takes place in
diverse forms that may differ drastically in their degrees of organization and order, and
the spatiotemporal scales on which they operate. As an example, let us compare a rela-
tively disorganized and slow propagation of electrons by means of diffusible reactive
oxygen species in the bulk phase of the cytoplasm and the exquisitely structured and
fast electron transport via transient amino acid radicals in a protein medium.
The use of oxygen as an electron acceptor in living cells is associated with the pro-
duction of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which exist in many forms. Different ROS
vary in their physicochemical properties and lifetimes and often readily interconvert by
reacting with other chemical species, including water. The hydroxyl radical (￿OH),
superoxide anion (O2￿
-), singlet oxygen (
1O2*), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) are per-
haps the best-studied forms of ROS in living cells [90]. Hydrogen peroxide is not a
radical but can easily convert into one (e.g., Eqs. 1, 2, and 4). Hydroxyl radical (￿OH)
is highly reactive and will react with virtually any molecule in the cell in the immediate
vicinity of the site where it is produced. Superoxide (O2￿
-) and hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) are relatively less reactive and, thus, longer-lived. They can diffuse away from
the sites of their production and react at distant locales. Under normal conditions,
O2￿
- diffuses over short distances only (approximately 0.5 μm, as estimated in [110]),
before its dismutation to H2O2 (Eq. 3). Whereas H2O2 can cross cell membranes, O2￿
-
cannot, unless it passes through a specific channel [90,111]. It should be noted that,
although oxygen has a high oxidation potential, ground-state oxygen is a sluggish
oxidant, requiring activation (i.e., input of energy) to realize its oxidative potential.
Molecules that have their electrons ripped off upon encountering oxidizing radicals
often turn into radicals themselves. Such a “contagious” radicalization may lead to
radical chain reactions and, as a consequence, propagation of electrons and electron
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media such as proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, and their complexes. For example, any
species reactive enough to abstract a hydrogen atom may initiate lipid peroxidation
through radical chain reactions mediated by carbon and hydroperoxyl radicals in poly-
unsaturated fatty acids [90]. Pertinently, illumination of unsaturated fatty acids in the
presence of chemical species promoting the formation of singlet oxygen, such as chlor-
ophylls, porphyrins, bilirubin, or retinal, initiates rapid lipid peroxidation, and such
reactions occur in vivo in the mammalian eye and in patients suffering from porphyrias
[90,112]. Thus, pigments and vitamins can capture radiation energy and use it to acti-
vate oxygen, which then acts as a sink for the electrons moving via transient radicals
in dense macromolecular media. If electron propagation is disordered and stochastic, it
will be disruptive for existing macromolecular structures and dynamics. If electrons
move along organized and structured pathways, they will sustain and power macromo-
lecular organization and dynamics.
Altogether, diffusible forms of reactive chemical species, such as ROS, reactive nitro-
gen species (RNS), reactive sulfur species (RSS), and other oxidizing and reducing
equivalents, represent a relatively unorganized form of electron transport that popu-
lates the bulk phase of the cytoplasm and operates on relatively large and slow spatio-
temporal scales. Electron transport by means of diffusible electron donors and
acceptors is structured and fast insofar as the system of intracellular circulation is
structured and fast (see a discussion on the intracellular circulation system in [8] and
references therein). Upon encountering dense macromolecular structures (e.g., pro-
teins, nucleic acids, lipids, and their complexes), diffusible radicals and redox-active
species may donate to and/or accept electrons from a highly organized and fast elec-
tron transport system that exists in the cell in the form of the cytomatrix, the dynamic,
sponge-like totality of steady-state macromolecular complexes and subcellular struc-
tures in the cell (see a description and discussion of the cytomatrix in [8] and refer-
ences therein). Since the cytomatrix is essentially a three-dimensional version of the
linear electron transport chain shown in Figure 2., the two systems of electron trans-
port in the cell share many of the same components but differ drastically in their
respective degrees of order and the characteristic spatiotemporal scales on which they
operate. Whereas electron transport in the liquid phase via diffusible species operates
mostly on micrometer lengths and on the timescales of microseconds to minutes, elec-
tron transport via macromolecular media operates mainly on nanometer lengths and
on the femto- to millisecond timescales. As an example of exquisitely structured and
fast electron transport in a dense macromolecular medium, consider the propagation
of electrons in proteins via transient amino acid radicals.
Studies on electron transfer between experimentally controlled electron donors and
acceptors in various peptides and proteins have recently led to the realization that elec-
tron transfer over long molecular distances in proteins is often mediated by short- and
long-lived radical intermediates, in much the same way as was previously discovered
for the DNA medium. Several amino acids, tyrosine and tryptophan in particular, can
form relatively stable radicals under physiological conditions. Using spectroscopic
methods, the formation of side chain radical intermediates during ET has been docu-
mented for a number of proteins and peptides (for a review, see [36]). One well-
studied example is the class I ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), in which a long-lived
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storable oxidizing equivalent (an electron hole) (Figure 3). The active site thiyl radical,
situated in one of the RNR subunits, is formed by long-range ET from the active site
Cys439 to the tyrosyl radical Tyr122 positioned some 35 angstroms apart in another
RNR subunit. A tryptophan (Trp84) and three tyrosines (Tyr356, Tyr730, and Tyr731)
situated on a pathway connecting the electron donor and acceptor are oxidized, pre-
sumably sequentially, during the ET process [36,113-115]. Importantly, the formation
of a long-lived tyrosyl radical requires the presence of molecular oxygen as an electron
acceptor, and the same organism (E. coli) under anaerobic conditions expresses RNR
of a different class, in which a long-lived glycyl radical (Gly681), stabilized by other
means, serves as an acceptor for the electron arriving from the active site cysteine
(Cys439). The product-derived radical cleaves the sulfur-hydrogen bond of the reduced
Cys439 to regenerate thiyl radical in the active site of RNR, thus allowing for enzy-
matic turnover, redox cycling, and electron transport. The formation of long- and/or
short-lived on-pathway radicals during ET has been documented or suggested for a
great variety of enzymes. Examples include, but are not limited to, cyclooxygenase
[116], galactose oxidase [117], DNA photolyase [118], cytochrome c peroxidase [72],
pyruvate formate lyase, glycerol dehydratase, and benzyl-succinate synthase [119].
Because any metabolic conversion catalyzed by an enzyme is a segment of a meta-
bolic pathway, which in turn is a segment of a metabolic network, intermediary meta-
bolism as a whole represents and functions essentially as a structured electron
transport network, regardless of whether a particular metabolic segment is performed
by a multienzyme complex within the cytomatrix or by soluble enzymes in the bulk
phase of the cytoplasm. Moreover, considering the nonequilibrium model of biological
Figure 3 Electron relay in the class I ribonucleotide reductase (RNR). Each enzymatic turnover of RNR
is accompanied by the transfer of an electron from the active site cysteine (Cys439) to a long-lived tyrosyl
radical (Tyr122) stabilized by a diiron center. Cys439 and Tyr122 reside in different subunits of the enzyme
and are separated by a formidable distance of approximately 3.5 nm. Intervening residues (Tyr730, Tyr731,
Tyr356, and Trp48) relay the electron by forming transient amino acid radicals and thus function as
“stepping stones” for a tunneling electron. The electron relay chain greatly outperforms unistep tunneling
in terms of the rate of electron flow it can support. If unistep tunneling alone were responsible for electron
transfer from Cys439 to Tyr122, the estimated waiting time for a single ET event would be hours or years.
However, a single turnover actually occurs in approximately 200 ms [270].
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enzymes catalyze chemical conversions not because they have been designed to do so
but because by catalyzing chemical transformations and exchanging the products of
these transformations, enzymes obtain and secure a flow of energy/matter - in the
form of propagating electrons, protons, electronic and vibrational excitations, and
other basic energy/matter forms - that passes through, sustains, and animates their
internal organization, and, as a consequences, allows them to survive and to prosper,
both as individuals and as complexes and networks (i.e., as organizations). In other
words, cellular metabolism can be seen as a self-organizational phenomenon concep-
tually analogous to the economy at the human scale. This analogy implies that the life
of enzymes inside living cells involves an incessant search for and consumption of
energy/matter resources as well as choice, competition, cooperation, organization, and
economic imperatives, as defined by the struggle for survival, prosperity, and influence.
Pertinently, such an image of metabolism immediately explains a panoply of otherwise
paradoxical discoveries and observations, including catalytic and substrate promiscuity
of metabolic enzymes, alternative metabolic pathways [120-123], the probabilistic nat-
ure of metabolism [124,125], moonlighting enzymes [122,126,127], and others (for a
review, see [8]).
To summarize, it appears that a great variety of chemical species in the cell can
donate and accept electrons and thus perform as redox-active centers and/or compo-
nents of electron relays. Notably, most, if not all, of the micronutrients and vitamins
that are actively and continuously sought by living cells and organisms and assimilated
from the environment represent sources of redox-active chemical species. Generally
speaking, there are two major forms of electron transport that can be clearly distin-
guished in the cell. One resides in the bulk phase of the cytoplasm and is based on dif-
fusible electron donors, acceptors, and redox-active electron shuttles. The other is
mediated by the cytomatrix, a sponge-like skeleton made of metastable macromolecu-
lar complexes and sub-cellular structures. In reality, since the bulk phase continuously
circulates through the sponge of the cytomatrix, while the cytomatrix itself is continu-
ously remodeled in response to changing environmental and internal conditions, the
cell as a whole represents a multiscale system of structured electron flow/circulation,
where electrons move at blazing speed within the dense, structured media of macro-
molecules, relatively slow via diffusible electron carriers in the circulating bulk phase
and at highly varied rates within steady-state, metastable macromolecular complexes.
In other words, the two forms of electron transport discussed above should not be
seen as reflecting a bimodal distribution of the characteristic lengths and times on
which electron transport in the cell operates but, rather, as two opposite ends of a
power-law distribution. It is also important to keep in mind that all biological systems
continuously fluctuate and change in time and space in response to challenges and
opportunities while developing, evolving, and adapting. This continuous change means
that, under certain circumstances (when, for example, the cytomatrix is transiently
destabilized and disorganized due to internal and/or external stresses), electron trans-
port via diffusion in the liquid phase may transiently prevail over other forms of elec-
tron propagation, thus making the cell as a whole relatively less “conductive.” On the
other hand, when the internal and external organizational dynamics of energy/matter
are in harmony (i.e., well matched and correlated), electron conduction through the
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t h ec e l la saw h o l em o r e“conductive.” Overall, all else being equal, a cell with a rela-
tively developed and well-organized cytomatrix is expected to be relatively more “con-
ductive” but relatively less mobile, flexible, and adaptive, whereas a cell with a
relatively disordered and stochastic cytomatrix is expected to be relatively less “con-
ductive”, but relatively more motile, flexible, and adaptive. Perhaps not coincidentally,
the properties of the former are reminiscent of the properties of mature, differentiated
cells, whereas the properties of the latter are reminiscent of the properties of young,
differentiating cells, cancer cells, and stem cells.
Concluding this section, a note should be made of a distinct trend that can be dis-
cerned in the behavior of electrons within living matter: namely, their apparent ten-
dency to move not only between redox centers along redox gradients but also from
less defined and stable occupations/states to more defined and stable ones. Due to its
dual wave-particle nature, a globally delocalized electron cannot be detected as an indi-
vidual entity. As an electron is gradually localized, moving from less stable and unde-
fined occupations/states to more stable ones, it becomes increasingly amenable to
detection through such measurable manifestations as short- and long-lived radicals,
redox centers of low and high oxidation potentials, and chemical bonds of varying
strengths. Covalent bonds, for example, represent a popular and thus highly populated
form of long-lived electronic states within living matter. It should be pointed out that
radicals, redox centers, and covalent bonds are functional equivalents from the per-
spective of electron dynamics in the sense that they are simply different classes of the
energy/matter arrangements allowing for electronic localization and the persistence of
localized electronic states. It is also worth pointing out that the life expectancy of elec-
trons within radicals, redox centers, and covalent bonds varies widely both within and
between these classes of energy/matter arrangements. Radicals are associated with the
shortest life expectancies of electron localization, and covalent bonds are associated
with the longest, hence the tendency of electrons to move from radicals to redox
centers and into covalent bonds.
Perhaps not coincidentally, the behavior of protons within living matter follows the
same general pattern; i.e., protons tend to move from relatively unstable occupations/
states to relatively stable ones, ultimately being captured and stabilized in bioorganic
compounds and macromolecular structures in chemically bound forms. Therefore, bio-
synthesis can be viewed as the accumulation of energy/matter in a structured format,
where electrons are captured and stored in long-lived states such as covalent bonds.
Notice that chemical bonds play a dual role in biological organization and dynamics.
They define a specific biological structure/dynamics (an identity), and at the same
time, they define the pathways of electron flow within the biological structure. By
releasing electrons from chemical bonds, catabolic reactions destroy both existing
molecular structures and the existing patterns of electron flow they mediate, while lib-
erating accumulated energy/matter for work and the creation of new structures and
thus new patterns of energy/matter flow. Moving from relatively undefined and
unstable occupations/states to increasingly defined and stable occupations/states, elec-
trons pass through a living system/organization, animating, sustaining, and structuring
it. Superficially, the process is reminiscent of an electrical discharge passing through
and animating living matter. Some of the electrons released by catabolic reactions are
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tive structures and, correspondingly, the old or new patterns of energy/matter flow/
circulation. Such continuous renewal and turnover ensure the maintenance, develop-
ment, adaptation, and reproduction of useful structures and behaviors, while helping to
eliminate obsolete, superfluous, irrelevant, and maladaptive structures and behaviors.
Other electrons leave the living system/organization altogether and flow into external
electron sinks, thus coupling the living system/organization to its environment. In
addition, through the external work performed by a living system/organization on its
environment, the flow of electrons passing through the living system/organization
structures and animates the environment. In fact, electrons never stop moving, for
even covalent bonds represent metastable states (flow/circulation patterns) that
undergo spontaneous breakdown and disorganization. Structured macromolecular
media such as proteins, DNA, lipids, and their complexes only accelerate, direct, and
organize the interminable flow of electrons. As a result of molecular self-organization,
driven and sustained by electron flow, various living structures, cells, organisms, and
ecosystems continuously emerge, metamorphose, and transform one into another in an
eternal process of transformation of forms, which unfolds simultaneously on multiple
scales of space and time within the multiscale whole of the planetary life, held together
and integrated by the invisible threads of moving electrons. As a consequence of such
an arrangement, molecules, cells, organisms, and ecosystems function as scale-specific
constituents of one multiscale whole of energy/matter flow/circulation, where they repre-
sent both means and ends, at one and the same time.
Notice that, since the Earth’s biomass has been continuously increasing over macroe-
volutionary time at an accelerating pace [1], it appears that living matter as a whole
grows by extracting and assimilating electrons and protons from nonliving matter at
an accelerating rate. If we assume that the main difference between living matter and
nonliving matter is that of organization, then life is a natural consequence of the evolu-
tion of nonliving matter. In other words, life is likely to be a rule rather than an excep-
tion in the Universe at large. This may mean that the living Earth grows and develops
in an invisible competition with a great variety of alien life forms, which grow and
develop throughout the Universe, feeding on the (same) flow of energy/matter that
makes up the Universe.
Pathways of electron flow and electronic coupling
The SOFT-NET interpretation posits that, in order to persist and grow in size and
complexity, any living organization mustb ec o u p l e dt oas o u r c eo fa n das i n kf o r
energy/matter. Moreover, to survive and prosper in conditions of continuous competi-
tion with other living organizations and life forms for energy/matter flow, any living
organism/organization will strive to couple to its environment, both physical and
social, in such a way as to maximize the rate of energy/matter flow through its internal
organization, while minimizing the cost of maintaining and managing this flow. The
one-dimensional model of the living organism shown in Figure 2 implies that the
terminal point of an electron transport chain representing a living system/organization
should always be coupled to a sink for electrons (an electron acceptor). If the sink is a
chemical species, the reduced form of the corresponding species must be rapidly
removed from contact with the terminal link (e.g., excreted) and replaced by its
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the rate of redox cycling in the sink) is a critical parameter, as it defines the overall
rate of electron flow through the chain and, thus, the structure, behavior, and very
existence of the chain. Note that the inherently flow-like nature of an electron trans-
port chain allows for a great deal of flexibility and adaptation in response to both mis-
fortune and opportunity. If a given sink becomes too slow, or too costly to be coupled
to, or unavailable, a troubled electron transport chain may restructure and switch to
an alternative sink that is more advantageous in terms of the rate of electron consump-
tion and/or the cost of coupling. Likewise, an electron transport chain can explore
both its environment and its internal organizational structure in a search for more
profitable connections and forms of coupling. Even the terminal link of an electron
transport chain may become a sink for electrons, provided that its oxidized form is
rapidly delivered (e.g., produced, recycled, or imported) and its reduced form is
promptly removed (e.g., consumed, recycled, or exported) from the chain. In fact, any
link in the chain may potentially become a sink for electrons, thus allowing for a great
deal of flexibility and complexity in the structure and dynamics of an evolving chain,
including pathway branching and the formation of complex networks made of compet-
ing and cooperating electron transport pathways.
One of the well-known global sinks for electrons on Earth is oxygen. Aerobic organ-
isms use oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor, actively circulating it through their
internal organization and exporting reduced oxygen into the environment in such
forms as CO2 and H2O. In the case of anaerobic respiration, on the other hand, a wide
variety of substances are used as electron acceptors. It is worth pointing out that the
term “anaerobic respiration” is an oxymoron because one is forced to say that bacteria
“breathe” chemicals or “respire” minerals without even being in physical contact with
them. Thus, it seems appropriate to replace the term “anaerobic respiration” with the
concept of electronic coupling.
All microorganisms are coupled to their social and/or physical environments through
the continuous export of electrons, performed either in an organized manner (via
exchange) or unorganized manner (by dumping waste). Whereas many electron accep-
tors that are commonly used by microorganisms are soluble before and after reduction
(e.g., oxygen, sulfate, nitrate, and carbon dioxide), the most abundant alternative elec-
tron acceptors in sedimentary environments are insoluble iron and manganese oxides
in the form of Fe(III)- and Mn(IV)-bearing oxyhydroxide minerals. In fact, it has been
suggested that an Fe(III)-reducing microorganism was the last common ancestor of
extant life and that Fe(III) reduction was one of the earliest, if not the first, form of
microbial “respiration” [128,129]. Metal-reducing bacteria employ a remarkable variety
of strategies to couple their electron transport systems to insoluble minerals. Examples
of coupling strategies include the following: i) shuttling electrons to mineral surfaces,
by employing metabolites from terminal points of electron transport chains and/or dif-
fusible redox couples as electron carriers [130,131]; ii) direct transfer of electrons to
minerals from c-type cytochromes embedded in the bacterial outer membrane
[132,133]; and, as recently discovered, iii) touching mineral surfaces with electrically
conductive pili [134,135]. The use of electrically conductive pili for electron transport
is not restricted to metal-reducing bacteria, as such pili have also been found in an
oxygenic photosynthetic cyanobacterium and a fermentative thermophile, which
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Importantly, all of the strategies for electronic coupling between living cells and inor-
ganic matter mentioned above are also employed for electron transfer, and thus
electronic coupling, between microorganisms.
Both as a class and as individuals, microorganisms are extremely flexible and adap-
tive in terms of their electronic coupling to the environment. Whereas a wide variety
of bacteria are able to reduce Fe(III) [136,137], a variety of metals, including Mn(IV),
U(VI), Cr(VI), and Co(III), can be reduced by the same metal-reducer [138]. A bacter-
ium may use electronically conductive pili to export its electrons to insoluble minerals,
yet the same bacterium lacking a pilin gene can grow using fumarate or other metabo-
lites as electron acceptors [134]. Alternatively, a bacterium may attach to a mineral
surface and transfer electrons directly from its membrane-associated multiheme cyto-
chromes. Alternatively, in the presence of metal chelators and/or diffusible electron
shuttles, such as humics or quinone-based species, the same bacterium can grow with-
out attaching to surfaces. One type of bacteria may use fumarate, Fe(III), elemental
sulfur, or malate as preferred terminal electron acceptors, whereas another bacterial
type may use nitrate, sulfate, or thiosulfate for the same purpose. In the absence of
appropriate electron acceptors, electrons can be transferred to a partner microorgan-
ism [139]. Microbes may use oxygen or carbon dioxide as electron sinks, but when
their preferred electron acceptors become depleted or temporarily unavailable, they
switch to alternative sinks for electrons [135]. All of this evidence suggests that main-
taining a fast and continuous outflow of electrons (i.e., an efficient electronic coupling)
is more important than a concrete form of coupling. As all bacteria survive and grow
by continuously competing and cooperating with one another in conditions of limited
availability of energy/matter resources, the choice of a specific form of electronic cou-
pling is likely defined by the interplay among the evolutionary history, habits, environ-
mental niche, and continuously changing economic imperatives of the microbe in
question. Indeed, when co-cultured with methanogens consuming hydrogen as electron
donor, many fermentative bacteria switch their metabolism in favor of hydrogen pro-
duction. It has been hypothesized that the energetic advantage of such a metabolic
shift is mediated by hydrogenases that reduce protons with electrons derived from the
electron-transport chains of fermenting bacteria, thus generating a high-demand
product (hydrogen) that is rapidly consumed by the methanogens [136]. It is worth
mentioning that, as a family, hydrogen-consuming methanogens do not really “care”
where hydrogen comes from. It can be obtained from fermenting bacteria or from
geothermal sources where hydrogen is produced from water reacting with basalt [140].
Microorganisms rarely, if ever, live as solitary individuals. Instead, through exchanges
of various energy/matter forms with other organisms and nonliving matter, they are
organized into microbial communities. On a larger spatiotemporal scale, these commu-
nities are organized into microbial ecosystems, which in turn, function as integral parts
of the planetary-wide system of energy/matter transformation, exchange, and circula-
tion known as global biogeochemical cycles. In methanogenic environments such as
swamps, peat land, tundra, and the intestinal tracts of animals and insects, methano-
genic archae team up with fermentative bacteria to digest complex organic matter. In a
sequence of reactions, fermenting bacteria degrade polysaccharides, proteins, lipids,
and other complex organics into lactate, ethanol, propionate, butyrate, and other
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into methanogenic substances such as acetate and hydrogen, which are consumed by
methanogens [136]. Because a secreted product (a sink for electrons) of one microbial
species is a consumable (a source of electrons) for another species, electron transfer
and, thus, electronic coupling among microorganisms occur in the form of the chemi-
cal substances they consume, excrete, and/or exchange. Thus, in essence, microbial
communities and ecosystems act as electron transport chains and networks, much like
metabolic enzymes inside the cell, but on a larger spatiotemporal scale. And like meta-
bolic enzymes, microorganisms exchange electrons via two major routes: by means of
diffusible chemical species and/or through direct contact, via macromolecular struc-
tures. Indeed, it was recently discovered that stratified microbial systems in marine
sediments function as large-scale electron transport networks that connect spatially
separated processes of oxygen reduction at the sediment surface to oxidation of hydro-
gen sulfide and organic carbon deep within the anoxic layers of the sediment. The
organisms that have access to oxygen at the sediment surface perform the oxygen
reduction for all organisms connected in the network, whereas the organisms that have
access to electron donors within the sulfidic zone, deep in the sediment, perform the
oxidation steps for all connected organisms within the microbial network [141,142]. It
is believed that electrons flow from anoxic zones to oxygenated layers through a con-
ductive network made of microorganisms and inorganic environmental elements, such
as metal-containing minerals. Electron transport within such networks takes place in
two major forms: through direct physical contacts, e.g., via electron-conducting pili
and/or outer-membrane cytochromes, and bym e a n so fd i f f u s i b l ee l e c t r o ns h u t t l e s
[142].
Remarkably, many exocellular chemical species that are used as electron donors,
acceptors, and/or shuttles at the scale of microbial communities are the same chemical
species that play the same roles at the scale of metabolic enzymes inside the cell. These
chemical species can be conditionally divided into distinct, albeit overlapping, classes
such as metabolites, inorganic substances, and redox-active centers. Examples of the
metabolites that serve as electron donors and/or acceptors at the scale of microorgan-
isms and at the scale of enzymes include lactate, fumarate, acetate, malate, and succi-
nate. Examples of the inorganic substances used as electron donors and/or acceptors
at both scales include water, hydrogen, protons, oxygen, sulfur, transition metals,
carbon dioxide, sulfate, sulfide, nitrate, and nitrite. Examples of the redox-active
centers operating at both scales as electron shuttles and/or electron relay elements
include transition metals, riboflavin, melanin, and redox couples such as quinone-
hydroquinone, cysteine-cystine, and sulfur-sulfide.
In addition to using the same chemical species for the same purposes, enzymes and
microorganisms display conspicuously similar self-organizational dynamics. For exam-
ple, even though microorganisms in microbial communities and metabolic enzymes
inside the cell may function in solution as independent individuals, both tend to form
aggregates, compartments, and networks at their respective scales, especially in condi-
tions of limited availability of energy/matter resources. Such aggregates/compartments/
networks mediate and, at the same time, are sustained by high rates of energy/matter
flow passing through them. As an example, anaerobic bacteria and methanogenic
archae form compact microbial granules that operate like an organ rather than a group
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results in severe impairment of methane production, indicating that the specific orga-
nization of these granules is required for maintaining high rates of metabolic fluxes in
the microbial community [143]. As an example of self-organization at the subcellular
scale, all six enzymes of the de novo purine biosynthetic pathway reversibly co-cluster
in human cultured cells under purine-depleted conditions. It is thought that the
enzymes form multiprotein complexes to ensure a high rate of de novo purine produc-
tion to satisfy internal demand for purines in the absence of purine import, since the
same enzymes remain disorganized in a purine-rich medium [144]. As another exam-
ple, low CO2 levels induce the self-organization of bacterial carboxysomes, polyhedral
organelles consisting of metabolic enzymes encased in a multiprotein shell. The car-
boxysome improves the efficiency of carbon fixation by concentrating carbon dioxide
and directing it to ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase, which resides in the
lumen of the organelle and catalyzes the CO2 fixation step of the Calvin cycle [145].
Importantly, self-organizational dynamics at the scale of microorganisms and at the
scale of enzymes conform faithfully to the self-organizational dynamics expected of
far-from-equilibrium systems. A fast flux of energy/matter through an open nonequili-
brium system of energy/matter exchanges is accompanied by a high degree of organi-
zation and complexity, while low rates of energy/matter flux are associated with
relatively disorganized systems. From symmetry considerations, it is not difficult to
infer that electron flow acts as a keystone flux (a limited and limiting resource) that
promotes self-organization at both scales.
According to the SOFT-NET interpretation, the recurrence of certain self-organiza-
tional patterns at different levels of the organizational hierarchy may mean that the
recurring patterns are scale-invariant. Therefore, they can be used as conceptual guides
or structural templates to infer organizational dynamics at all other levels of the orga-
nizational hierarchy. Indeed, it is not difficult to see, for example, that at the scale of
multicellular organisms, the organ is an organizational replica of a microbial commu-
nity. Akin to specialized microbial species comprising a microbial community, specia-
lized cell types comprising an organ incessantly consume, secrete, and/or exchange
electron donors, acceptors, and/or shuttles that circulate locally, within the organ/com-
munity, and systemically within a larger scale system/organization, (i.e., the body).
Since a secreted product of one cell (or cell type) is a consumable for another cell (or
cell type), the fluxes of circulating chemical substances integrate cells and coordinate
their activities both within a given organ and within the organism as a whole. Driven
by competition and cooperation between different cells and cell types, the flow of
energy/matter within an organ (and an organism) is continuously organized and reor-
ganized to the common benefit of all, as if by an “invisible hand”, in a process of unsu-
pervised economic optimization driven by the same principles and processes that shape
and organize the market economy. Therefore, cells within a multicellular organism
incessantly consume, produce, and exchange certain chemical substances not because
they have been designed to do so but because their specific choices, habits, specializa-
tions, productive activities, and consumption patterns provide them with the continu-
ous flow of energy/matter they require to live long and prosper, both as individuals
(hence competition) and as an organ/organism/organization (hence cooperation).
Indeed, as an example, consider a simplified outline of the metabolic relationships
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ter glutamate released by neurons at synaptic sites during neurotransmission is taken
up into astrocytes, where it is metabolized, stimulating aerobic glycolysis and, as a con-
sequence, the uptake of glucose from circulating blood. Lactate generated by astrocytes
as a result of aerobic glycolysis is secreted and taken up by neurons to fuel neuronal
metabolism. In addition, astrocytes produce glutamine, which is shuttled back to
neurons, where it is converted to glutamate to regenerate the neurotransmitter pool.
As astrocytic processes envelop both synapses and capillaries, multiple cell types as
well as local and global circulation of energy/matter are physically, functionally, and
metabolically integrated within the neuron-glia-vascular unit [146-148]. Of note, the
organization and dynamics of the neuron-glia-vascular unit appear to be driven by
continuous competition and cooperation among synapses, astrocytic processes, and dif-
ferent cells and cell types, whereas the incessant cycling and recycling of metabolites
apparently serves to mediate electron transport between different cells and cell types.
From symmetry considerations, one can infer that electrons are transferred between
individual cells within any organ via two major routes: by means of chemical sub-
stances circulating in the liquid phase (tissue microcirculation and central circulation)
and via a putative, organ-wide, electron-conducting matrix made of dense macromole-
cular media. The latter may include the cytomatrices of the cells comprising the organ,
the extracellular matrix, and cell-matrix and cell-cell contacts. Indeed, most organs are
maintained as continuously remodeling sponges composed of cells and extracellular
matrix elements, which are immersed in a liquid phase circulating locally and globally.
Symmetrically, at the scale of the whole organism, individual organs are integrated
into one functional whole via circulating chemical substances, which are constantly
produced, consumed, and/or exchanged by different organs. As an example, exercising
skeletal muscles and other glycolytic tissues secrete lactate into central circulation,
while the liver consumes lactate and generates glucose, which in turn is secreted back
into central circulation for consumption by glycolytic tissues (the Cori cycle) [149]. As
another example, upon prolonged oxygen deficit, a variety of mammalian tissues are
thought to switch to fumarate “respiration.” As a consequence, succinate, the end pro-
duct of fumarate “respiration,” is secreted into circulation and delivered to the lungs,
where it is reoxidized to fumarate and malate, which in turn are recycled back to the
fumarate-“respiring” tissues via central circulation [150-152]. From symmetry consid-
erations, it is not difficult to infer that the circulating lactate, glucose, succinate, fuma-
rate, and malate act as electron acceptors, donors, and shuttles that integrate
metabolism within and across multiple organizational levels into one multiscale whole,
the organism. Since electrons and protons constitute a cargo carried by all substances
circulating within the organism, with covalent bonds and hydrogen atoms being major
forms of transported electrons and protons, it is fair to suggest that the transport of
electrons and protons is a key function of all circulating substances. At the same time,
the multiplicity and chemical heterogeneity of circulating substances allows for the
establishment of diverse and specific functional connections among a variety of differ-
entiated/specialized enzymes, cell, tissues, and organs, all of which use one and the
same circulation system for transport in the liquid phase. Indeed, in addition to elec-
trons and protons, substances circulating within the organism in the liquid phase are
made of (and thus mediate the transport, exchange, and circulation of) various
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others. In fact, the organism as a whole can be seen as a system of interdependent and
interconnected cycles of chemical elements, a system that is organized and functions
not unlike the system of biogeochemical cycles of the planet and which, indeed, may
simply be a scale-specific constituent thereof.
As discussed in greater detail elsewhere [8], and as implied in the image outlined
above, central circulation, tissue microcirculation, and intracellular circulation are not
separate and independent phenomena but scale-specific components of one and the
same organism-wide system of liquid circulation. From symmetry considerations, one
can infer the existence of an organism-wide electron-conducting matrix made of dense
macromolecular media that spans, integrates, informs, and animates the whole of the
organism. The existence of structured, organism-wide energy/matter flow/circulation
via interconnected intra- and extracellular macromolecular structures would either
immediately explain or significantly clarify a great variety of unexplained, mysterious,
and/or gravely misunderstood phenomena, including consciousness, sleep, memory,
anesthesia, pain, and the true mechanisms of action of many conventional and alterna-
tive medicines.
The principle of scale symmetry also allows one to predict that, when a preferred
electron acceptor, such as oxygen, becomes suddenly unavailable or in deficit, a
hypoxic cell will be forced to switch to and rely on alternative electron acceptors to
maintain the high rate of electron flow required to sustain its internal organization and
dynamics. Consequently, a hypoxic cell will unavoidably undergo organizational relaxa-
tion (disorganization) and restructuring to a smaller or larger extent, depending on its
success in restoring and maintaining the energy/matter flux required to sustain its
internal organization. Indeed, upon hypoxia, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
undergo metabolic rearrangements and reorganization of their electron transport path-
ways. As an example, by employing appropriate terminal oxido-reductases, the same
microorganism (E. coli) can either adapt to a lower oxygen tension or recouple to
qualitatively different electron acceptors, such as nitrogen oxides or fumarate [133]. As
another example, by employing appropriate sets of proteins, sulfur-dependent archae-
bacteria can grow equally well in anaerobic and aerobic conditions, either by reducing
elemental sulfur to H2S (in the absence of oxygen) or by oxidizing elemental sulfur to
H2SO4 (in the presence of oxygen) [153]. In higher organisms, HIF-1a, a transcription
factor and oxygen sensor, triggers a metabolic rearrangement that replaces respiration
with glycolysis and, consequently, CO2 generation with lactate production [154,155].
In conditions of prolonged oxygen deficit, cardiomyocytes, kidney cells, and certain
other cell types can switch to fumarate “respiration,” as such a metabolic rearrange-
ment allows them to anaerobically maintain electron flux, mitochondrial membrane
polarization, and ATP synthesis [150-152].
In reality, at any given moment, any given cell is most likely relying simultaneously
on several (competing and cooperating) alternative sources of and sinks for electrons,
with the total electron flow being distributed highly unevenly between alternative
sources, sinks, and pathways connecting them. It is fair to suggest that, as the environ-
ment and/or the internal state of a cell changes, the cell (whether animal or microbial)
reorganizes its preferences in terms of sources, sinks, and pathways of electron flow, in
accordance with changing economic realities and imperatives, by making choices,
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manifested as changes in gene expression profiles, metabolic rearrangements, and
restructuring of the cytomatrix. Cellular memory is manifested as preferred (i.e., habi-
tual and thus economically least costly) gene expression profiles, metabolic states, and
spatiotemporal organization of the cytomatrix. Oxygen is preferred as a terminal elec-
tron acceptor for several reasons, one of which is its abundance and accessibility in
most surface environments. It is reasonable to suggest that the emergence of complex
life forms on the planet coincided with the emergence of oxygenated atmosphere
mainly because oxygen acts as a vast, deep, and readily accessible electron sink that
can support much higher rates of electron flow passing through biological structures-
processes compared to alternative electron sinks, and thus, it can support much higher
degrees of biological diversity, complexity, and order. Since ontogeny recapitulates
phylogeny, it is hardly coincidental that oxygen has been found to function as a key
regulator of ontogeny [154]. Before the circulatory system is established, mammalian
development takes place in a relative hypoxic environment. The increasing availability
and consumption of oxygen correlates with the progress in differentiation, accompa-
nied by increasing complexity and order within the developing embryo, whereas
hypoxia promotes de-differentiation and the undifferentiated state of stem cell and
precursor cell populations (see [154] and references therein).
The image outlined above greatly simplifies the understanding of many biological
phenomena. One can infer, for example, that upon hypoxia, affected cells in animal tis-
sues start secreting lactate, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and other meta-
bolites, growth factors and cytokines, simply because they use secreted molecules as
electron acceptors that proved to be useful in the past. Of note, VEGF and related
growth factors fold into an unusual cyclic structure called a “cystine knot,” which may
have nontrivial electronic properties [156]. By the same token, vascular endothelial
cells are stimulated to proliferate and to move toward the source of VEGF and other
molecules secreted by hypoxic cells because they use secreted VEGF, metabolites, and
other molecular species directly or indirectly as electron donors and/or acceptors.
Cellular dynamics within a tissue subjected to hypoxia can be thus seen as a relaxation
and reorganization of a metastable electron transport network made up of differen-
tiated/specialized cells engaged in market-type exchanges of energy/matter forms,
where individual cells continuously struggle to survive and succeed, seeking economic
advantages and exploring opportunities. Note that, according to the principle of scale
symmetry, a similar process simultaneously takes place inside each hypoxic cell, at the
subcellular scale. Indeed, being a structured electron transport network, the cytomatrix
is necessarily forced into relaxation and reorganization upon hypoxia, which cuts off
the internal organization of the cell from its primary terminal electron acceptor and
thus undermines established pathways and configurations of electron transport. The
specialized enzymes and proteins making up the cytomatrix and electron transport
pathways will necessarily disorganize, dissociate, and restructure upon exposure to con-
ditions of hypoxia because the rate of electron flow through their internal structures
and the multiprotein complexes they comprise becomes too low to sustain the pre-
existing level of order. In other words, hypoxia forces the reorganization of preferences
in terms of sources, sinks, and pathways of electron flow on multiple organizational
levels simultaneously. Consistent with this scenario, glycolytic enzymes in plant cells
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pool upon increased respiration and back into the soluble pool upon inhibition of
respiration. Mitochondrially-associated enzymes form a functional glycolytic sequence,
presumably in the form of a multiprotein complex, that supports mitochondrial
respiration through substrate channeling, as revealed by NMR spectroscopy tracing of
13C-labeled precursors [157]. Notably, the increased demand for pyruvate consumption
by respiring mitochondria is met through reversible partitioning and compartmentali-
zation of glycolytic enzymes, rather than through the changes in their abundance
[157]. In this context, it is worth pointing out that lactate and pyruvate constitute a
major redox pair operating at multiple organizational levels in living cells and organ-
isms. The reduction of pyruvate to lactate occurs under anaerobic conditions and
involves the transfer of electrons from NADH to pyruvate, regenerating NAD
+,w h i c h
is then used in glycolysis as an electron acceptor. Consequently, pyruvate acts as a
major electron sink in the glycolytic cells and tissues that secrete lactate into environ-
ment. At the same time, those cells and tissues that have easy access to activated
oxygen can use lactate as an electron donor, converting it to pyruvate, which is then
consumed by respiring mitochondria. It goes without saying that dumping electrons
into pyruvate and exporting resulting lactate is a popular but not the only strategy for
coping with hypoxia. For example, reactive oxygen species, and decomposing peroxides
and endoperoxides constitute usable and abundant sources of activated oxygen, i.e.,
electron sinks (see, for example, [158]). Fittingly, the binding of a variety of growth
factors and cytokines to their cognate receptors leads to the production of hydrogen
peroxide and other reactive oxygen species by ligand-receptor complexes [159], pre-
sumably through the water oxidation pathway [160,161]. In addition, a variety of
enzymes, such as NAD(P)H oxidases and cyclooxygenases, actively generate reactive
oxygen species and various peroxides and endoperoxides both inside and outside living
cells. Because activated oxygen is a familiar and attractive electron sink, the choice as
to whether to use the activated oxygen delivered systemically by hemoglobin or that
produced locally from ROS, peroxides, and/or endoperoxides is simply a “business
decision” from the perspective of any given cell. Obviously, the same logic applies to
the subcellular scale, where enzymes, multiprotein complexes, and macromolecular
structures use reactive oxygen species, peroxides, and endoperoxides as acceptors,
donors, and shuttles of electrons. Notice that a “business decision” at one level of orga-
nizational hierarchy (e.g., at the scale of the cell as a whole) is simply a consequence
and a manifestation of decisions and self-organizational dynamics taking place on
underlying levels of organizational hierarchy (e.g., at the molecular and subcellular
scales). Importantly, hydrogen peroxide, endoperoxides, and many other metastable
reactive species can function as both acceptors and donors of electrons, which can be
either exported into or imported from environment, depending on the need. Such an
interpretation may help to explain a great variety of otherwise surprising experimental
observations and findings, including a key role of hydrogen peroxide in a great variety
of seemingly disparate phenomena, such as lymphocyte activation [162], chemotaxis
[163], paracrine signaling [164], innate immunity [165,166], angiogenesis [167], the
activation and signaling of cell surface receptors, transcription, proliferation, metabo-
lism, and signal transduction [168].
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(including endo- and exoskeletons) by cells can be interpreted in the same terms.
Namely, the cells secreting extracellular matrix elements use secreted (macro)mole-
cules as electron acceptors, while the cells that digest extracellular matrix elements use
them as electron donors. Moreover, a properly deposited and organized extracellular
matrix may also function as a structured electron-conducting medium. The great
abundance of disulfides in extracellular matrix elements is traditionally interpreted as a
means to stabilize secreted macromolecules. However, it can also be interpreted as a
means to endow secreted molecules with specific electron-conducting properties and
organization. Fittingly, scanning electrochemical microscopy imaging of single cells
shows that the oxygen respiration profiles of cells do not mimic the cell topography, as
one would expect. Instead, oxygen is preferentially depleted at the points where the
cell makes contacts with the substratum [169]. These observations suggest that,
although oxygen can reach terminal points of electron transport chains inside respiring
mitochondria by free diffusion, it may not need to do so in the context of organized
cells and tissues, provided electrons can flow unimpeded through the cytomatrix and
cell adhesion complexes to intermediate electron sinks, such as the extracellular matrix
and/or neighboring cells, and through the latter, to terminal electron sink(s) (e.g., acti-
vated oxygen) situated elsewhere. In other words, within the organized environment of
a mature healthy tissue, the well-coupled and appropriately structured (i.e., normal,
healthy, and differentiated) cells may find it economically more efficient to reduce
oxygen at great distances from the terminal points of their mitochondrial electron
transport chains. Similar to microorganisms within stratified microbial communities in
marine sediments [141,142], animal cells within tissues can potentially use their own
cytomatrix, extracellular matrix, and the cytomatrices of cooperating neighbors as
structured macromolecular media for rapid and efficient electron transport. Of note,
such a process would support tissue organization and, at the same time, be supported
by it. In other words, the tissue disorganization identified by a pathologist in a tissue
biopsy may in fact signify a disorganization of electron transport networks and, thus,
be a sign of impaired flow/circulation of energy/matter within and through an affected
tissue. Pertinently, rapid tissue/organism-scale electron transport via macromolecular
structures would immediately explain a great variety of paradoxes and puzzles, includ-
ing the longstanding mystery of oxygen delivery to cytochrome c oxidase in high work-
load states [170] and the synchronization and coordination of cellular activities at the
scales of tissues and whole organisms, among many others. The suggested image does
not exclude or contradict the textbook scenario of ground-state oxygen reaching cyto-
chrome c oxidase by free diffusion and being activated inside mitochondria. However,
since the textbook scenario requires neither a structured cytomatrix nor structured
tissue, which are routinely destroyed upon the isolation of mitochondria for biochem-
ical analysis, it is the only mechanism of “respiration” (electronic coupling, in fact) that
can be discovered by the reductionist biochemistry operating within the interpreta-
tional framework of equilibrium thermodynamics.
For the same reason, we have only a rudimentary understanding of the true biologi-
cal role(s) and relevant physicochemical properties of the extracellular matrix/environ-
ment within the organism. Yet it is obvious that the extracellular matrix/environment
is a key factor defining cellular structure and behavior, which continuously co-evolves
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ment and maturation to aging and death. Cells continuously shape their environments,
adapting environments to their ends, while environments continuously shape cells
adapting to them. Among other ramifications, this interplay suggests that one of the
key mechanisms facilitating the self-organization of cells within developing and/or
adapting tissues and organisms is a process called stigmergy. “Stigmergy is a mechan-
ism of spontaneous, indirect coordination between agents or actions, where the trace
left in the environment by an action stimulates the performance of a subsequent
action, by the same or a different agent. Stigmergy is a form of self-organization. It
produces complex, apparently intelligent structures, without need for any planning,
control, or even communication between the agents.” [171]. First discovered in studies
on social insects, such as ants and bees, stigmergy, i.e., spontaneous coordination via
environmental imprinting, appears to be a scale-invariant phenomenon. Certainly,
humans (their preferences, values, and habitual thought and behavior patterns) are
incessantly and often ruthlessly shaped by the institutional/cultural environments
within which they are born, develop, and live, even though institutions are created and
shaped to serve human ends. Herein, incidentally, resides one of the main sources of
the interminable conflict between the young and the old. Existing institutions, and
thus the ideas and conventions they represent, invariably reflect the interests of the
old, who brought them forth in the past and benefit from them in the present, while
the maturing youth always face the choice between meek submission, which repro-
duces, reinforces, and, thus, is rewarded by the old, and revolt, i.e., the active efforts of
breaking free from conventions, destroying the old, and bringing forth the new, to
continue with life and development and avoid aging, degeneration, and death.
Returning to the main topic of our discussion, potentially all chemical substances
secreted and/or consumed by cells within the organism are or can be used as electron
acceptors, donors, and/or electron transport media. Since cell differentiation/specializa-
tion normally entails the creation and maintenance of a high degree of spatiotemporal
order, which requires a stable and rapid flow-through of energy/matter, complex differ-
entiated cells are expected to exhibit relatively well-defined and, thus, relatively inflex-
ible preferences in terms of electron donors, acceptors, and the pathways of electron
flow and to inhabit relatively stable, well-structured, and protected environments with
rapid and efficient circulation. This may explain, for example, the disproportionately
high rate of oxygen consumption by the brain, as compared to other tissues, and the
high sensitivity of neurons to ischemia and/or circulation disturbances. On the other
hand, undifferentiated and dedifferentiated cells, such as stem cells and cancer cells,
which, correspondingly, are not yet and no longer burdened by a high degree of inter-
nal order, are expected to have relatively undefined and flexible preferences in terms of
electron donors, acceptors, shuttles, and the pathways of electron flow. Such properties
make these cells highly adaptive and flexible, giving them competitive advantages in
hypoxic niches with impaired circulation. This may explains why cancer, neurodegen-
erative disorders, and cardiovascular disease have reached epidemic proportions in
industrialized countries, where sedentary lives (causing hypoxia and slow circulation)
are spent in chemically polluted environments (causing chemical hypoxia and further
impairment of circulation) and why vascular (i.e., circulation) disorders are implicated
as causative conditions in a variety of pathologies, ranging from chest pain and heart
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can be traced either to prolonged impairment of the circulation/flow of fluids or to
prolonged impairment of energy/matter flow/circulation via dense macromolecular
structures, with the two forms of energy/matter flow/circulation being inherently inter-
dependent and co-defining. One cannot help noticing the uncanny parallels between
the outlined image and the traditional Eastern notion that all diseases are caused by
disturbances and imbalances in the flow of energy that sustains all living beings (e.g.,
see the Chinese concept of Qi [172]).
Generalizing, the cells that succeed in becoming well coupled to their physical and
social environments in terms of the inflow and outflow of electrons (and thus other
forms of energy/matter) will tend to increase in size and/or number and to become
relatively more complex, specialized/organized, long-lived, and efficient in terms of
energy/matter propagation, transformation, and exchange. However, such cells will
tend to become relatively less mobile and less flexible/adaptive, as compared to weakly
coupled cells (not unlike human individuals and their organizations). Any intervention
or stress that significantly impairs electron coupling and/or electron transport within
and/or between cells (such as hypoxia, starvation, loss of cell-to-cell or cell-to-matrix
contacts, impairment of circulation due to mechanical, heat, chemical, or oxidative
stresses, deleterious mutations, environmental toxins, and other internal and external
stressors) will lead to disorganization, restructuring, and adaptation of the affected sub-
cellular structures, cells, and tissues, manifested as a relative loss of complexity, dedif-
ferentiation, structural relaxation, increased motility, displasia, and metaplasia. When
self-contained in space and time, due to ensuing self-organization of the same or alter-
native structures, these changes represent a normal physiological response to stress
(i.e., adaptation through relaxation, turnover, and reorganization [6]), which is often
beneficial, allowing for learning, innovation, and advances in structure and dynamics,
hence the hormesis effect [173] and the adage “what does not kill you makes you
stronger.” A runaway response, either due to chronic impairment of circulation or
severe acute stress, will lead to irreversible pathological changes, degeneration, and
death. Chronic impairment of circulation is much more insidious than acute stress
because degradation is gradual and often imperceptible until it is too late for
intervention.
Of note, the aforementioned generalizations imply that all stressed cells should dis-
play common changes in certain physical characteristics, which are largely independent
of cell type, the nature of stress, and the scale of response. Indeed, universal and scale-
independent changes in such general physical characteristics as turbidity, viscosity, and
membrane potential were observed in a variety of living cells reacting to a variety of
stresses and studied by early cytologists in the 1950s and 1960s before the rise and
ensuing totalitarianism of molecular genetics [174,175].
To conclude this section, any molecular structure can potentially serve as a sink for
and/or as a source of electrons. When a molecular structure is synthesized and elec-
trons are captured in the covalent bonds defining the structure, the structure serves as
a sink for electrons and, at the same time, as a structure-process mediating the cap-
ture, transformation, transport, and/or storage of energy/matter. The synthesized struc-
tures can be exported, or retained and stored for future use, and/or used as a means
for the procurement, transformation, and/or transport of energy/matter. A molecular
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structure is catabolized within an organized context, most of the released electrons are
routed along organized pathways of electron flow and used for animation, work, and
(re)creation of structures and behaviors, both old and new. When a molecular struc-
ture-process is catabolized within a disorganized context, most of the released energy
is dissipated, often promoting further disorganization. Biosynthesis of molecular struc-
tures represents an accumulation of energy/matter in long-lived states in a structured
format. Catabolism of molecular structures represents an organized release of accumu-
lated energy/matter.
Because the release of electrons from such stable states as covalent bonds requires
activation energy and because all nonequilibrium systems, by definition, always dissi-
pate, all living organizations require a continuous input of excitation energy in order
to keep “the fire within” alive.
On the role of water
Electron flow mediated by redox reactions and transient radical intermediates implies
the initiating events of charge separation that generate unpaired electrons and holes.
The planet-wide expansion of living matter in size and complexity over macroevolu-
tionary timescales also implies the existence of an inexhaustible source of such initiat-
ing events. Moreover, the flow nature of living organizations implies that the rate of
de novo free radical generation is a critical parameter, for it defines the rate of electron
flow through the living organism and, thus, its ability to persist, grow, and prosper.
Since life is invariably associated with water, water is a prime suspect for the source of
free radicals generated de novo. Indeed, consider the following examples of splitting
and recombining water molecules [176]:
(7) H￿ + ￿OH ↔ H2O
(8) HO￿ + ￿OH ↔ H2O2
(9) H￿ + ￿H ↔ H2
(10) H￿ +O 2 ↔ HOO￿
(11) HOO￿ + HOO￿ ↔ H2O2 +O 2
At thermodynamic equilibrium in standard conditions, H2O is by far the most stable
molecular arrangement, and thus, it will greatly predominate over other species. Other
possible arrangements, including highly reactive radicals, do arise spontaneously due to
energy fluctuations and molecular recombination. However, in the absence of external
energy input, their average lifetimes are short, and the frequencies of their spontaneous
emergence are low. The unstable reactive species arising spontaneously can be thought
of as packets of transiently captured energy/matter that require little or no activation
to use. In principle, being adaptive nonequilibrium systems that feed on energy/matter,
cells/organisms can survive and prosper by harvesting rare events, moving to and
populating those environments where such events are relatively frequent, and/or
co-structuring themselves and their environments in such a manner as to increase the
consumption of energy/matter in the form of metastable reactive species. Water-born
radicals can be passively harvested or actively procured. Although passive harvesting
requires less organization and order, and thus is less costly, the life of a passive har-
vester depends on uncontrolled and often unpredictable external conditions. Sooner or
later, the competition between passive harvesters sharing the same environmental
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the active procurement of water-born radicals. One of the obvious ways to accelerate
the harvesting of water-born radicals is to develop structures/systems that allow for
swimming through water and/or for pumping water through internal organization. The
rate of swimming and/or pumping will correlate with the rate of energy/matter har-
vesting and, thus, will be self-regulated by the balance between the cost of swimming
or pumping and the benefits of active energy/matter procurement. Such an interpreta-
tion may explain the all-pervasiveness and all-importance of self-regulated mechanisms
enabling movement and water circulation on all levels of the biological organizational
hierarchy. In addition, since both passive and active harvesting require the creation
and maintenance of economically efficient systems mediating the capture, transport,
storage, and exchange of energy/matter within living cells and organisms, the afore-
mentioned interpretation may also explain the universal, sponge-like, fractal organiza-
tion pervading all levels of the biological organizational hierarchy, from organisms and
tissues down to cells, genomic DNA, and proteins. As suggested by West, Brown, and
Enquist, the physical (living) systems/structures that mediate the transport, distribu-
tion, and exchange of energy/matter within living cells and organisms are forced to
adopt fractal geometry by the evolutionary pressure for metabolic efficiency, because
fractal geometry is an economically optimal solution that maximizes the area of
exchange while minimizing the costs of transport through and maintenance of a fractal
distribution system that fills and services a three-dimensional volume [8,60,62]. The
image outlined above is also consistent with the hypothesis put forward earlier in our
discussion that genomic DNA may function primarily as a macromolecular structure/
sponge mediating the harvesting, transport, storage, and distribution of electrons, elec-
tron holes, and other basic energy/matter forms. Of note, such a hypothesis immedi-
ately explains i) why most of genomic DNA in most organisms is noncoding, ii) why
there is no correlation between genome size and the complexity of an organism, and
iii) why the largest genomes are found in some of the most primitive organisms that
live in liquid water exposed to solar radiation, such as protists and algae [177]. But can
water be a significant source of activation energy?
The splitting and recombination of water molecules can be experimentally evaluated
by analyzing the de novo formation of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), one of the relatively
stable products of water recombination. Studies on water splitting show that virtually
any form of energy supplied to water leads to the production of reactive oxygen spe-
cies, albeit with relatively low efficiencies, thus making ROS a readily available, yet lim-
ited and limiting resource. Examples of water treatments that result in water splitting
include (but are not limited to) electrolysis, sonolysis, photolysis, thermolysis, chemoly-
sis, and mechanolysis as well as freeze-thawing and evaporation-condensation cycles
(see [176] and references therein). The presence of ions and oxygen in water signifi-
cantly augments the efficiency of water splitting, as does the presence of transition
metals [176]. It was recently pointed out, for example, that sterile culture media left on
the bench under normal room lighting can be an unrecognized source of oxidative
stress in lab experiments, as photochemical mechanisms can generate 1-20 μMH 2O2
in such media [178].
From a larger scale perspective, experiments on water dissociation performed in the
1950s and 1960s show that electrical discharge through water vapor yields large
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of the abiotic origin of oxygen via water splitting and hydrogen outgassing was once
entertained [180]. In fact, it is currently believed that the early Earth may have lost
over a third of its oceans due to photolysis of water vapor and outgassing of hydrogen,
while Venus may have lost all its water in this manner [181,182].
Earlier studies on water splitting and recombination have been recently buttressed by
the dramatic discovery of the so-called water oxidation pathway. Briefly, it has been
found that antibodies, regardless of their source or specificity, catalyze the production
of H2O2 from water and singlet oxygen (
1O2*) [160,161]. The source of activated oxy-
gen seems to be unimportant. Oxygen can be activated chemically (e.g., by thermal
decomposition of endoperoxides) or photochemically (e.g., by light irradiation in the
presence of oxygen photosensitizers such as hematoporphyrins or riboflavin)
[160,183,184]. Isotopic labeling experiments and quantum chemical methods suggest
that water is oxidized by
1O2* to hydrogen peroxide through the formation of hydro-
gen polyoxides, such as HOOOH and HOOOOH, and their radicals, HOOO￿ and
HOOOO￿, as intermediates [161,185]. Polyoxides are compounds of the general for-
mula ROnR, where R is hydrogen or other atoms or groups, and n is greater than or
equal to 3. Polyoxides are believed to be key intermediates in atmospheric chemistry
and the chemistry of combustion and flames [186]. Thus, hydrogen polyoxides and
their radicals appear to mediate oxidation (combustion) processes spanning atmo-
spheric, environmental, and biological systems. More recently, it was found that four
amino acids (tryptophan, methionine, cysteine, and histidine), by themselves, are able
to catalyze the production of H2O2 and an oxidant with the chemical signature of
ozone, presumably via the water oxidation pathway [187]. In the latter experiments,
UV irradiation and 6-formylpterin were used for the activation of oxygen. Since cata-
lysts do not invent chemical transformations but only accelerate them, the diverse and
facile reactions of water splitting, recombination, oxidation, and reduction, accompa-
nied by the production of atomic and molecular oxygen and hydrogen, hydrogen per-
oxide (HOOH), hydroperoxyl (HOO￿)a n dh y d r o x y l( ￿OH) radicals, the superoxide
anion (O2￿
-), singlet oxygen (
1O2*), ozone (O3), the ozonide radical anion (O3￿
-), dihy-
drogen trioxide (HOOOH) and its radical (HOOO￿), and other reactive oxygen species,
are inherent propensities of water, which c a nb er e a d i l ya u g m e n t e db ye n e r g yi n p u t
and simple and ubiquitous organic and inorganic catalysts.
It should be pointed out that, in addition to the propensity of bulk water to capture
energy in the form of relatively long-lived reactive species, which then can be trans-
ported and distributed via passive diffusion and/or active circulation in the liquid
phase, ordered molecules of interfacial water lining macromolecular surfaces, act as a
polymer-like medium that enables and mediates the capture and long-range transport
of such energy/matter forms as electronic and vibrational excitations and electrons and
protons [67,176,188-190]. Because reorientation of water molecules in the bulk phase
requires concerted hydrogen bond rearrangement [191,192], the presence of an inter-
face per se induces the relative ordering of interfacial water, whereas specific order and
its extent appear to be defined by the chemical composition and structure of a given
interface [193,194]. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that, in nonequilibrium condi-
tions, an even more specific structure(s) of interfacial water will be selected from avail-
able competing alternatives and stabilized by the flow of energy/matter it supports and,
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as a structurally adaptive, animate medium. Due to the exceptionally high densities of
macromolecules in the cell (300-400 mg/ml of proteins and RNA alone [86]), a large
fraction, if not most, of cellular water is expected to be interfacial. Therefore, water
can mediate the transport of electrons, protons, and other basic energy/matter forms
inside the cell in two different ways: by means of diffusible species in the bulk phase
and via structured water pathways on macromolecular surfaces. Since, as discussed ear-
lier, the bulk phase continuously circulates through the sponge of the cytomatrix, while
the cytomatrix itself is continuously remodeled on multiple timescales, water dynamics
inside the cell will necessarily take place on multiple timescales simultaneously.
Assuming, from symmetry considerations, a power-law distribution of characteristic
timescales in the molecular dynamics of the cytomatrix, approximately 80% of interfa-
cial water will exhibit relatively fast dynamics, i.e., will be perceived as having a bulk-
like character, while only about 20% of interfacial water will appear as relatively slow,
i.e., structured. Since most of the experimental techniques used to study molecular
dynamics measure averages, averaging a power-law distribution will give a misleading
impression that most cellular water is free, since the measured (averaged) mobility of
water in the cell will be only a few times slower than its mobility in the bulk phase. In
reality, although most of water in the cell is dynamic, it is not exactly “free” because
the dynamics of cellular water is, to a large degree, a reflection of the (animated)
dynamics of the cytomatrix, with both dynamics being mutually co-defining. In a con-
ceptually analogous way, at the human scale, employees moving around during work-
ing hours appear to be “free,” when in fact most of them are not (most of the time).
Here, too, the dynamics of employees define the dynamics of their organization, while
at the same time, the dynamics of the organization define the dynamics of its employ-
ees. Such an interpretation of cellular water is consistent with and reconciles a variety
of reported estimates of water mobility within the cell [86,195], and thus it may help
to resolve the age-old controversy over structured water in biology. The outlined
image of cellular water dynamics also allows one to explain why relatively less struc-
tured cells (e.g., cancerous, dedifferentiated, and dividing cells) exhibit increased mobi-
lity of their internal water [196,197] and why the differences in structured water
between cancerous and normal cell populations are difficult to exploit. Notice that,
once again, the SOFT-NET interpretation suggests that what are perceived as compet-
ing alternatives within the conceptual framework of classical physics are, in fact, coop-
erating complements when empirical data are reinterpreted using a more adequate
conceptual framework.
Concluding this section, the remarkable proficiency of water in capturing virtually
any form of energy and transforming it into reactive oxygen species of various lifetimes
and reactivities makes water an inexhaustible and versatile source of activation energy.
However, due to the high thermodynamic stability of the water molecule, water-
derived activation energy is always a limited and limiting resource. It is reasonable to
hypothesize that water, by capturing external energy, converting it to highly reactive
radicals, and activating a variety of chemical species in contact with water, may have
enabled and facilitated versatile combinatorial chemistry and spontaneous synthesis,
degradation, and recombination of organic and inorganic molecules on primeval Earth.
Because spontaneous synthesis, degradation, and recombination of molecules
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material, geochemical evolution in appropriate environments may have become possi-
ble. It is fair to suggest that those molecular species that were least costly in terms of
their own synthesis and maintenance and that, at the same time, excelled at enhancing
such properties of water as the capture, transformation, transport, exchange, and
ordering of usable energy/matter forms would multiply, persist, and prosper. Such a
positive-feedback process of cooperation with water in consuming, transforming, struc-
turing, transporting, and accumulating energy/matter would allow for the emergence
of efficient, self-promoting, and self-sustaining cycles of energy/matter capture and
chemical synthesis in primordial conditions, thus driving geochemical evolution
accompanied by the accelerating consumption of energy/matter from the environment.
In this regard, it should be pointed out that the productive activities of all living organ-
isms and organizations, whether extant or extinct, can be boiled down to the con-
sumption, transformation, ordering, transport, accumulation, and exchange of energy/
matter forms, with the intent of persisting in time and expanding in space by means of
creating the increasingly advanced structures and processes that facilitate the con-
sumption, transformation, ordering, transport, accumulation, and exchange of energy/
matter forms, and so forth, with the ultimate purpose being the perpetuation and
expansion of living matter as a whole.
On the origin of life
Addressing the question of the origin of life, it is useful to begin with the role of water
in the formation of stars and planetary systems. Upon star formation, following the
initial gravitational collapse of dense molecular clouds, with strong shock waves rapidly
heating up the circumstellar envelope of a newborn star, all of the available atomic
oxygen is promptly transformed into water, making gaseous water the most abundant
species after molecular hydrogen in star-forming regions [198]. In the course of proto-
stellar evolution and the formation of a circumstellar disk, a predecessor of solid plane-
tary bodies, newly formed water is increasingly subjected to high-energy stellar
radiation, which promotes reverse reactions of water photodissociation into atomic
oxygen, OH, and hydrogen [198]. However, recent theoretical studies suggest that,
similar to the ozone layer shielding the Earth’s surface from solar UV radiation, water
created in situ at the surface of the circumstellar disk will protect any water vapor pro-
duced via gas-phase reactions and evaporation of icy planetesimals, thus leading to
water self-shielding and a runaway feedback process promoting the rapid accumulation
of water and OH in the protoplanetary disks. Moreover, water will protect any molecu-
lar species generated by gas-phase chemistry, allowing for a rich organic chemistry to
persist even as the dust grains evolve towards planets [199]. In addition, water mole-
cules themselves can act as molecular catalysts in radical-mediated gas-phase reactions,
facilitating and accelerating molecular recombination processes [200]. Laboratory
experiments and modeling of photoexcited water suggest that as much as 50% to 70%
of the photon energy will be deposited locally in the disk atmosphere as heat, with the
products of photodissociated water (OH, O, and H) being the primary heating agents
[199,201,202]. In other words, it appears that the primordial organic “soup” is “cooked”
in the gas phase whenever and wherever planets form, being a natural consequence of
the evolution of circumstellar disks. Indeed, gas-phase reactions, solid-state chemistry,
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plex organic molecules [203]. Emission spectra from regions of planet formation con-
firm a high abundance of simple organic precursors such as HCN, C2H2,C O 2, water
vapor, and OH throughout young circumstellar disks, indicating that the protoplane-
tary disk indeed supports active organic chemistry [204]. Laboratory experiments imi-
tating conditions in star-forming region show that water-assisted photochemistry can
generate a bewildering diversity of organic molecules from simple starting mixtures,
including self-assembling amphiphilic molecules and photoactive organics [205]. The
chemical composition of comets and meteorites, which is thought to reflect the physi-
cochemical processes operating before and during the birth and evolution of the solar
system, is also consistent with the above-mentioned scenario [206,207].
Notice that, in essence, the water formed in star-forming regions represents energy/
matter captured in a long-lived form in a structured format. Once formed, gaseous
water, together with the mineral solids of the protoplanetary disk, acts as a “con-
densed” medium that continues capturing the energy/matter comprising and flowing
through the Universe by enabling and facilitating gas-phase and solid-state organic
synthesis (i.e., the consumption, transformation, ordering, transport, and accumulation
of energy/matter). Energy/matter is captured by water vapor within the evolving proto-
planetary disk in many different forms, including gravitational energy, heat, radiation,
and a variety of chemical species, and is transformed into different forms, notably, into
locally deposited heat, secondary photon emission, reactive radicals, and diversifying
and accumulating organic and inorganic materials. In other words, water vapor acts as
a protective, enabling, and transforming medium that absorbs and retains energy/mat-
ter from the external environment and channels it to stimulate molecular recombina-
tion and active combinatorial chemistry, thus promoting the accumulation,
diversification, and evolution of organic materials within the protoplanetary disk. It is
reasonable to suggest that various chemistries and diverse molecular species populating
the protective milieu of the evolving protoplanetary disk will compete and cooperate
for the limited resources of usable energy, reactants, and catalysts available within the
disk. Those chemical species and reactions that are least costly in terms of their repro-
duction and maintenance and that, at the same time, excel at enhancing such proper-
ties of water vapor as the consumption, transformation, structuring, transport, and
accumulation of usable energy/matter forms will persist, expand, and prosper.
Such a scenario is consistent with the composition of organic material found in car-
bonaceous chondrites, one of the most primitive meteorite classes, the formation of
which is thought to coincide or even predate the emergence of the solar system. As
exemplified by the well-studied Murchison meteorite, the organic material found in
carbonaceous chondrites can be roughly divided into two categories, a minor one con-
sisting of soluble “free” molecules, with general composition grossly similar to terres-
trial petroleum, and a major insoluble part made of a highly cross-linked network of
complex macromolecular material comprising diverse polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons [208-211]. Notably, many classes of compounds found in carbonaceous chon-
drites are present in living organisms. These include, but are not limited to, amino
acids, carboxylic acids, hydroxyacids, sugar-related compounds, amines, amides, phos-
phorus-containing compounds, nitrogen heterocycles (purines, pyrimidines, quinolines/
isoquinolines, and pyridines), sulfur heterocycles, aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons,
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organic compounds found in meteorites tend to exhibit a broad structural diversity
within their corresponding classes (74 different amino acids were found in the Murchi-
son meteorite alone) and a rapid decline in abundance with increasing molecular size.
Such patterns suggest relatively random combinatorial synthesis and degradation invol-
ving small free-radical initiators and intermediates [208,210]. At the same time, appar-
ent biases, such as a small but significant excess of L- over D-amino acids and stable
isotope fractionation are also present, indicating that selective pressures and disequili-
brium operate in interstellar chemistries [207,209].
A number of physicochemical processes have been proposed to account for the abio-
tic genesis of the organic material found in meteorites, and some of these processes
have been confirmed as plausible in laboratory experiments modeling the correspond-
ing environments [203,205,212-214]. One of the major classes of chemical reactions
that may operate in space is the Fischer-Tropsch-type (FTT) reactions. The Fischer-
Tropsch process [215,216] converts CO and H2 into liquid hydrocarbons in the pre-
sence of minerals and transition metal catalysts (Ni, Co, Fe) under conditions of high
pressure and temperature:
(12) nCO + (2n + 1)H2 ® CnH(2n + 2) +n H 2O
The Fischer-Tropsch process involves a variety of competing reactions and usually
leads to the synthesis of linear-chain alkanes of various lengths as a major product and
alkenes, alcohols, and other oxygenated hydrocarbons as byproducts. The Fischer-
Tropsch process is used industrially for the production of synthetic fuel and other pet-
roleum products. Higher pressures and temperatures favor the production of longer
alkane chains, whereas lowering the pressure at high temperatures leads to thermal
decomposition of heavier alkanes to lighter products and methane. Different catalysts,
reactants, and conditions favor different reaction routes, and the composition and dis-
tribution of the products of FTT reactions can be highly reminiscent of natural petro-
leum and the petroleum-like fraction of the organic material present in carbonaceous
chondrites. Overall, laboratory experiments suggest that FTT reactions account for
most principal features of meteorite organic matter, including higher hydrocarbons,
nitrogen bases, amino acids, terpenoids, and porphyrin-like pigments [212,217,218].
The Fischer-Tropsch process is of special importance because it is proposed to be a
major mechanism responsible for the genesis of petroleum according to the theory of
the abiotic origin of petroleum [214,219,220]. It is commonly, but by no means univer-
sally, believed that petroleum is a “fossil” fuel in the sense that it originates from the
biological conversion of sedimented detritus taking place on geological timescales. The
proponents of the abiotic origin of petroleum point out, however, the difficulty of
explaining how and why a highly reduced and complex mixture of hydrocarbons of
high chemical potential (i.e., natural petroleum) is produced biologically from oxidized
detritus of low chemical potential and preserved over extended periods of time in con-
tact with living organisms. For living organisms are exceedingly adept at discovering
and consuming energy/matter resources but are unlikely, for thermodynamic reasons,
to account for the production of complex reduced hydrocarbons of high chemical
potential [214,219]. Instead, it has been proposed that petroleum originates from pri-
mordial deposits and/or is produced in appropriate environments in the depths of the
Earth by FTT processes in conditions of high pressure and temperature. Indeed, it was
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(CaCO3), 99.9% pure, and wet with triple-distilled water, evolves at 5 GPa and 1,500°C
to yield methane, ethane, n-propane, 2-methylpropane, 2,2-dimethylpropane, n-butane,
2-methylbutane, n-pentane, 2-methylpentane, n-hexane, and n-alkanes through C10H22,
ethene, n-propene, n-butene, and n-pentene in distributions characteristic of natural
petroleum [214].
It is reasonable to speculate that, during the emergence and evolution of the solar
system, fluctuations in pressure, temperature, and radiation taking place on multiple
scales of space and time may have created conditions and environments permissive for
Fischer-Tropsch-type reactions in space (e.g., see [221]). FTT reactions, in cooperation
and competition with alternative chemistries such as photochemistry [205,222] may
have enabled and shaped the evolution and expansion of diverse organic materials
within the evolving circumstellar and, later, protoplanetary disks. As planets formed by
collapse-like accretion of planetesimals, the FTT reactions, reactants, and products
captured in supporting environments may have survived, adapted, and persisted. The
FTT reactants and products ejected into environments with low pressure and high
temperature may have evaporated or decomposed to methane and other light hydro-
carbons, whereas the FTT products and reactants ejected into high-pressure and low-
temperature environments may have been preserved as deposits. Abundant deposits of
methane clathrates in seabeds and permafrost on the Earth, in the outer regions of the
solar system, and, possibly, on Mars are consistent with this scenario. Moreover, recent
analysis of the stable carbon and hydrogen isotopic composition of hydrocarbons in
exhalates of the Lost City hydrothermal field indicates that hydrocarbons are produced
abiotically in this type of submarine vents, most likely by FTT reactions. The latter dis-
covery may mean that the abiotic synthesis of hydrocarbons by FTT processes is a pre-
viously unrecognized, constitutively active, and widespread source of life-essential
building blocks in ocean-floor environments or wherever warm ultramafic rocks (i.e.,
rocks with low silica and high magnesium and iron content, such as basalt and the
Earth’s mantle) are in contact with water [223].
It should be pointed out that the proposed co-evolution of space chemistries and
stellar/planetary systems is most likely a very general phenomenon and that the gravi-
tational, thermal, radiation, and chemical processes accompanying stellar-planetary
evolution are not independent phenomena but an intimately intertwined mix of inter-
dependent forces that drive the self-organization of energy/matter into stellar and pla-
netary systems. With this in mind, let us briefly review the geophysical history of our
planet.
According to currently accepted views (for reviews, see [180,181]), terrestrial planets
formed by the accretion of solid material that condensed from solar nebula. The Earth
received its atmosphere from volatile compounds present within the planetesimals
from which it was formed. The accretionary phase of the Earth’s formation ended
approximately 4.5 billion years ago (4.5 Ga) and was followed by the heavy bombard-
ment period, during which Earth was repeatedly hit by meteorites of varying sizes,
including large planetesimals (>100 km in diameter). The heavy bombardment ended
about 3.8 Ga, and life was probably widespread by 3.5 Ga. During the accretionary
phase, Earth’s volatiles may have formed a transient steam atmosphere, which later
rained down to form the ocean. The heavy bombardment period most likely witnessed
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complete evaporation of the ocean and melting of the Earth’s crust upon impact of
especially large planetesimals. The early atmosphere may have been dominated by H2,
which however was rapidly escaping to space, because hydrogen as a gas is too light to
be significantly retained by Earth’s gravity. The young Earth may have lost about a
third of its ocean due to water dissociation and hydrogen outgassing [182]. Following
the relative stabilization of the ocean-atmosphere system, Earth’s atmosphere may have
been dominated by carbon- and nitrogen-containing compounds, mainly CO2,C O ,
and N2, as is currently believed [180]. T h ep r e s e n c eo fm e t h a n e( C H 4) and ammonia
(NH3) in the atmosphere of early Earth would explain a number of geophysical obser-
vations and provide more support to the “primeval soup” theory of the origin of life,
making the classic Miller-Urey experiments and follow-up work more meaningful
[224,225]. However, whether these highly reducing gases were present in significant
amounts in the early atmosphere is not clear, largely because of the apparent absence
of active sources of CH4 and NH3 before the origin of life and the instability of
methane and ammonia under UV irradiation.
On the other hand, if the aforementioned hypothesis of co-evolving chemistries and
stellar/planetary systems is correct, the very early Earth may have indeed been highly
reduced, being dominated not just by H2 b u ta l s ob yr e d u c e df o r m so fC ,N ,S ,a n d
other abundant elements, water being a reduced form of oxygen. This hypothetical,
highly reduced Earth would have been very unstable (far from thermodynamic equili-
brium) and subject to rapid at first and subsequently more gradual oxidation driven by
the photodissociation of reduced chemical species (e.g., methane, ammonia, hydrogen
sulfide, and water), molecular recombination, gravitational sorting, and the loss of
hydrogen to space. In this scenario, molecular recombination processes, driven by solar
radiation, mediated by small free radicals, and catalyzed by water, would lead to the
formation and accumulation of increasingly stable oxidized molecular combinations,
such as N2,O 2,( H y)NOx,( H y)COx,( H y)SOx, in the atmosphere and oceans of early
Earth. These compounds would expand from the upper atmosphere to the lower atmo-
sphere, the ocean, and the Earth’s crust and upper mantle. Gradual oxidation of the
Earth’s atmosphere and upper mantle is indeed supported by some geological evidence,
albeit it appears to be in conflict with other geological evidence [180,226]. It is possi-
ble, however, that the presumed conflict is imaginary, being a consequence of the habi-
tual error of interpreting geophysical phenomena in terms of equilibrium
thermodynamics and, thus, imagining a homogeneous, unstructured, and concentra-
tion- and diffusion-driven oxidation of the Earth (as the meaning of the word “gradual”
conventionally implies). In reality, as discussed below, the planet Earth was, is, and
always will be a multiscale system of structured energy/matter circulation driven by
interacting gravitational, thermal, chemical, redox, and other gradients. Therefore,
oxidation and reduction processes on the Earth have always been taking place in a
non-uniform and relatively structured manner (through multiscale, turbulence-like
convection), allowing for the spatiotemporal co-existence and high heterogeneity of
reductive and oxidative compartments, fluxes, and processes. This notion may recon-
cile a great deal of the seemingly conflicting geophysical evidence and theories, which
are perceived as competing alternatives within the interpretational framework of
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netary phenomena are reinterpreted in terms of nonequilibrium thermodynamics.
Let us, therefore, leave the conventional interpretational framework and reconceptua-
lize stellar and planetary evolution in the framework of the SOFT-NET interpretation.
According to the SOFT-NET theory, the Universe as a whole represents a nonequili-
brium process of energy/matter flow, and the emergence of a planet (or a star or
galaxy) represents an organizational state transition within this flow. In the process
and as a result of such an organizational transition, energy/matter is captured and
transformed, via condensation and ordering, into a planetary (or stellar or galactic)
structure-process. The latter emerges and evolves as a relatively condensed, structured
flow/circulation pattern of interconverting energy/matter forms, which evolves in
accordance with the empirical laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. The solar sys-
tem as a whole and the planet Earth as its part formed via condensation of the inter-
stellar medium of specific (inherited) chemical composition, where hydrogen was by
far the most abundant species. Since this condensation occurred under conditions of
high pressure, temperature, and radiation and in the presence of abundant small radi-
cals promoting molecular recombination, the overall redox state of the original con-
densed material within the solar system was likely highly reduced. Indeed, according to
a prominent astrophysicist, “hydrocarbons clearly are plentiful not only on all the gas-
eous major planets but also on the solid bodies (the large satellites, numerous aster-
oids, the planet Pluto, comets and meteorites); and there is every reason to believe that
hydrocarbon compounds were incorporated in all of the planetary bodies at their for-
mation” [227]. What is true for C and O is also likely to be true for other abundant
elements, such as N and S. Next, it is reasonable to suggest that the differentiation of
the newborn Earth into a structured core-mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere system is
just another organizational state transition in an ongoing self-organizational process of
stellar/planetary evolution, where thermal, gravitational, chemical, and redox gradients
act as major driving and shaping forces. Once formed, the differentiated planetary
structure continues to be an evolving nonequilibrium process, which is driven by inter-
dependent gradients and conjugated fluxes of interconverting energy/matter forms.
Currently, it is estimated that the Earth’s temperature changes from 6,000°C
(approximately the temperature of the Sun’s outer layer) at the inner core to -100°C in
the mesosphere in a matter of 6,000 km. The heat sustaining this thermal gradient ori-
ginates in part from the primordial impact heat of accretion and in part from radioac-
tive decay within the Earth’s interior [180,181]. This thermal gradient, together with
the Earth’s gravitational gradient, together with the physical forces originating from the
Earth’s rotation and its movement in the gravitational fields of the Moon, the Sun, and
other planets, together with solar radiation, Earth’s biogeochemical gradients, and
other internal and external influences, drive plate tectonics, volcanism, tides, winds,
upwelling, and other interdependent convection and circulation processes taking place
on multiple spatiotemporal scales in the Earth’s mantle, crust, oceans, and atmosphere.
In other words, the planet as a whole exists and evolves as a highly dynamic structure-
process of energy/matter flow/circulation, where energy/matter, in its various forms,
circulates on multiple scales of time and space simultaneously, from attoseconds and
femtometers to billions of years and thousands of kilometers. Whereas the thermal
and gravitational gradients, once established, have been changing slowly over
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ocean-atmosphere axis has increased dramatically, initially due to the photodissociation
of reduced chemical species, gravitational sorting, and the loss of hydrogen to space
and later due to photosynthesis. It is fair to suggest that the global redox gradient has
increased over macroevolutionary timescales because it is coupled to and fueled by the
flux of solar radiation. Photolysis of water (i.e., reduced oxygen) and other reduced
species during the early stages of Earth’s evolution and, later on, photosynthesis
(which, in essence, is an advanced technology for photolysis of water and other
reduced species) represent the two major mechanisms responsible for the dramatic
increase of the redox gradient along the Earth’s core-mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere
axis.
Geochemical cycles of carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, oxygen, and other elements can thus
be seen as intertwined circulatory processes that mediate energy/matter flow/circula-
tion within an evolving nonequilibrium system of interdependent gradients and conju-
gated fluxes of interconverting energy/matter forms (i.e., the planet). In the course of
Earth’s evolution, living organisms and their larger scale communities (conceptualized
as self-organizing, nonequilibrium electron transport networks that support and, at the
same time, are supported by electron flow) emerged to accelerate electron flow down
the increasing Earth’s redox gradient. Once emerged, living organisms and their larger
scale organizations have been replacing the pre-existing, poorly structured, and ineffi-
cient geochemical cycles of oxidation and reduction with organized and vastly more
efficient biogeochemical pathways of electron flow/circulation. In a conceptually analo-
gous way, Benard cells emerge via self-organization to accelerate heat flow down an
increasing temperature gradient, replacing relatively unstructured conduction with
organized convection (Figure 1). Once emerged, living organisms and their commu-
nities have been co-evolving with the planet, accelerating and structuring the geochem-
ical-turned-biogeochemical cycles. Consequently, most if not all of the structures and
processes comprising living organisms and their larger-scale structures/organizations
mediate, support and at the same time, are supported by moving electrons flowing
down the Earth’s redox gradient, which in turn is powered by solar radiation and other
forces. In the course of biogeochemical evolution, the planetary-wide structure-process
of electron flow has acquired an integrated, hierarchical, multiscale organization com-
prising molecules, cells, organisms, and ecosystems. This integrated system/organiza-
tion/organism of structured electron flow/circulation also includes humans and their
organizations, who are powered by the combustion (i.e., oxidation) of hydrocarbons
extracted from the Earth and who are integrated into economies and societies by
means of electrons continuously flowing and circulating through their energy grids,
communication networks, and the Internet (and who, incidentally, plan to create a
hydrogen economy, as if it were something new). The flow and circulation of electrons
are driven by human technologies that exploit a variety of pre-existing energy/matter
gradients, including solar radiation, the primordial energy of nucleosynthesis, and the
Earth’s gravitational, thermal, chemical, redox, and other gradients.
The outlined conceptualization of the planet is consistent with the current views on
the organization of extant biogeochemical cycles (for reviews, see [228-230]). As an
example, consider carbon and nitrogen fluxes. It is estimated that, in the contemporary
ocean, photosynthetic carbon fixation (i.e., carbon reduction) by marine phytoplankton
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of the total annual C fixation on the planet). Approximately two thirds of the newly
fixed carbon is funneled into food chains, and about a third of it is exported to the
ocean interior for biological oxidation. Remarkably, such a massive carbon flux is dri-
ven by a phytoplankton biomass of about 1 gigaton of C, which constitutes only 0.2%
of the photosynthetically active C biomass on Earth [228,229]. This is achieved by
means of a very rapid turnover of the phytoplankton biomass, with the average turn-
over time being on the order of a week or less. In this way, CO2 is rapidly and actively
pumped from the atmosphere by radiation-driven photosynthesis and funneled into
the interlocked system of reduction-oxidation cycles manifested as food chains and
interconnected ecosystems exchanging and interconverting various energy/matter
forms. These interlocked food chains and ecosystems, which include both living and
nonliving matter, are sandwiched between and connect the reduced (core-mantle-
crust) and oxidized (mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere) parts of the planet. The reduced
core-mantle-crust system is the ultimate source of reductive power, whereas the oxi-
dized mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere system and the increasing biomass of the planet
act as sinks for electrons. As an example, consider denitrification, defined as the conse-
cutive reduction of oxidized nitrogen from nitrate (NO3
-)t oN 2 and/or ammonia
(NH3) through intermediate oxidative states of nitrogen, and nitrification, defined as
the consecutive oxidation of reduced nitrogen from ammonia (NH3)a n d / o rN 2 to
nitrate (NO3
-) through intermediate oxidative states of nitrogen. Combined with biotic
and abiotic nitrogen fixation, denitrification and nitrification constitute, in essence, an
advanced biogeochemical technology that mediates electron flow from the reduced
core-mantle-crust system to the oxidized mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere system and
into biomass by means of nitrogen redox cycling. The role of living organisms and
their higher order organizations within this biogeochemical technology is to structure
and accelerate the electron and proton fluxes associated with nitrogen flow/circulation
[230]. Notice that such a role of living organisms is conceptually analogous to the role
of convection cells in the Benard instability example. Pertinently, even the physical
transport of carbon and nitrogen is organized and facilitated to a large degree by the
efforts of living organisms. As an example, oceanic diatoms undergo cyclic vertical
migrations at great depths: down, to reach nutrient-rich waters, and up, to exploit the
photoenergy-rich surface. As a result of this cyclic migration, nitrate is actively
pumped from the ocean depths into the surface water, while surface-derived carbon is
respired during migration, with the overall process accelerating the flux of nitrogen
into the surface layer and the flux of carbon out of the surface layer [231].
The spatiotemporal organization, heterogeneity, and intimate interdependence of the
living and nonliving processes and the energy/matter fluxes mediating electron flow
along the Earth’s redox gradient can be appreciated from the following examples. The
nitrogen cycle controls the availability of nitrogenous nutrients and biological produc-
tivity in marine systems and, thus, is linked to the fixation of atmospheric carbon diox-
ide and the export of carbon from the ocean’s surface [228,230]. Net primary
production, defined as the photosynthetically fixed carbon available for other trophic
levels, is distributed highly unevenly in the ocean, with large regions of low production
(e.g., central ocean gyres) and smaller areas of high production (e.g., estuarine and
upwelling regions). Satellite measurements indicate that chlorophyll concentrations
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as coastal upwelling, eddies, and wind or convective mixing, as these influence the
fluxes of essential nutrients from the subsurface nutrient reservoir into the photo-
synthesizing zone. Based on the highly conserved mean elemental composition of mar-
ine organic particles (106C/16N/1P), Alfred Redfield suggested in the 1950s that
phosphate (P) may limit primary production in the ocean assuming that N2 fixation
keeps pace with the photoautotrophic demand, because P has no biological or atmo-
spheric source and is supplied to the ocean largely from fluvial sources (i.e., by rivers
and streams). Redfield proposed that the maximum concentration of fixed N in the
ocean is determined by the availability of P [228,232]. Recently, it has become apparent
that N2 fixation itself is likely limited by availability of Fe [233]. Before the emergence
of oxygenic photosynthesis, the ocean was presumably anoxic and mildly reducing,
with estimated Fe concentrations of 25 mM [234]. As reduced (ferrous) Fe is soluble,
whereas oxidized (ferric) Fe is virtually insoluble, concentrations of soluble Fe in the
contemporary ocean rarely exceed the nanomolar range. Wind-blown, terrestrial dust
is currently a major source of Fe for the ocean [228]. This wind- and soil-dependent
flux limits phytoplankton carbon fixation throughout much of the contemporary
Pacific Ocean [235]. The aeolian flux of Fe to the ocean is influenced by the water
cycle, which in turn, is strongly influenced by atmospheric radiative forcing, i.e., by the
balance between absorbed and radiated energy [228]. The transport of aeolian Fe is
also related to wind speed and direction, which are related to the temperature contrast
between the continents and the ocean. Silica supply, essential for diatom blooms, is
largely dependent on riverine fluxes and upwelling from the ocean interior. Food-web
structure, a strong determinant of how organic matter flux partitions in oceans among
the microbial loop, the grazing food chain, sinking fluxes, and stored, dissolved organic
matter [236], is critically dependent on mesoscale geophysical processes. Last but not
least, humans have become a major transforming force on the planet. Powered by the
oxidation of Earth-derived hydrocarbons, the growing (in size and complexity) econo-
mies of the industrial world represent, in essence, self-organizing nonequilibrium struc-
tures-processes that are supported by and, at the same time, support and accelerate
electron flow down the Earth’s redox gradient. Extraction and exploitation of natural
resources and the dumping of waste into the environment represent the energy/matter
exchanges that couple human society to the planetary-wide system of energy/matter
circulation.
To summarize, the planet Earth represents a self-organizing, nonequilibrium, multi-
scale structure-process of energy/matter flow/circulation, which is driven by interde-
pendent and ultimately inseparable nonliving and living processes, where living matter
plays an increasingly influential organizing role. In turn, the planet Earth is an integral
and inseparable part of the self-organizing and evolving Universe. According to the
SOFT-NET theory, the process of self-organization is scale-invariant and proceeds
through sequential organizational state transitions, in a manner characteristic of far-
from-equilibrium systems, with macrostructures-processes emerging via condensation
and self-organization of microstructures-processes. Once they have emerged as a result
of an organizational transition, newborn structures-processes strive to persist and
expand, growing in size/number, diversity, complexity, and order, while feeding on
pre-existing energy/matter gradients. Economic competition among alternatively
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elimination of economically deficient or inferior structure-processes and the improve-
ment, diversification, and specialization of survivors, who are forced to fill and exploit
all the available resource niches (the Darwinian phase of self-organization [6]). Pro-
moted by mutually profitable exchanges of energy/matter, the self-organization of spe-
cializing survivors (structures-processes) into larger scale structures-processes
transforms (mostly) competing alternatives into (mostly) cooperating complements. As
a result, Darwinian competition is transferred onto a larger spatiotemporal scale,
where it commences among alternative organizations of self-organized survivors
(the organizational phase [6]). Such an economy-driven, scale-invariant process of self-
organization leads to the emergence of increasingly long-lived, multiscale, hierarchical
organizations (structures-processes) that expand over increasingly larger scales of space
and time, feeding on available energy/matter gradients and eventually destroying them.
Yet because energy/matter exists as a nonequilibrium system of interdependent gradi-
ents and conjugated fluxes of interconverting energy/matter forms, new gradients and
fluxes are created and become dominant as old gradients and fluxes are consumed and
destroyed. Such processes are responsible for the continuous birth, death, and transfor-
mation of energy/matter forms. Notice an uncanny conceptual analogy with the image
of the world painted by great Eastern religions and philosophies such as Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Taoism and by great Western philosophers such as Heraclitus and
Hegel. Because the self-organizing, nonequilibrium Universe as a whole appears to
grow in size and complexity over time, the SOFT-NET theory predicts the existence of
a source(s) of and sink(s) for the energy/matter that flows through, supports, and is
supported by the self-organizing Universe. The SOFT-NET interpretation also implies
that there is no divide between living and nonliving matter and that the adjectives
“living” and “nonliving” refer only to a difference in the organizational state of energy/
matter. Because emerging macrostructures-processes inherit pre-existing microstruc-
tures-processes, metabolism (defined as a structured process of energy/matter flow/
circulation realized via consumption, transformation, and exchange of energy/matter
forms) is the true essence of inheritance. Genes are likely only a tool, an advanced
technology for the preservation of useful forms, one which may have emerged rela-
tively late in the evolution of life.
Concluding this section, the quest for an origin-of-life theory may have been mis-
guided from the very beginning. According to the SOFT-NET interpretation, the origin
of life coincides or precedes the emergence of the Universe, which has been evolving
since its birth via condensation and self-organization of microstructures-processes into
macrostructures-processes in a scale-free and self-similar manner. What is convention-
ally recognized as living matter appears to be a special organizational state of nonliving
matter, which emerges under certain circumstances as a result of the evolution and
self-organization of nonliving matter. Therefore, let us reformulate the question of the
origin of life by asking the following. What is the nature of this special organizational
state that endows energy/matter with the properties of the living? And under which
circumstances is this state (i.e., living matter) likely to emerge?
The term ‘emergence’ implies a spontaneous and relatively rapid event of self-
organization, i.e., an organizational state transition, which is a discontinuous event.
Unfortunately, modern biology, being rooted in the interpretational frameworks of
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ena. Discontinuous evolutionary phenomena can be defined as self-organizational
events in which multiple components are brought together to form a complex func-
tional system, in which the interdependencies among components are such that no
evolutionary advantage is achievable if individual components are introduced into an
emerging system in a sequential manner (i.e., gradually) but, instead, only if they
condense together in an all-or-none, phase transition-like manner. Discontinuous
evolutionary phenomena require no or very few intermediate forms and thus leave
paradoxical “gaps” in evolutionary records. One such discontinuous evolutionary
phenomenon is the spontaneous emergence of the first living cell. As a rule, existing
origin-of-life theories do not address or even mention this problem, as it seems so
impenetrable within the conceptual frameworks of equilibrium thermodynamics and
classical mechanics. On the contrary, all-or-none organizational state/phase transi-
tions leading to the spontaneous emergence of complex, multicomponent structures-
processes are an inherent and essential part of self-organizational dynamics in none-
quilibrium physicochemical systems.
According to the empirical laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics, organizational
state/phase transitions naturally take place when an increasing energy/matter gradient
exceeds a certain threshold value. Taking into account the key role of electron flow in
living matter and looking at the conceptual model of the living organization outlined
in Figure 2, one can infer that the environments conducive to the spontaneous emer-
gence of the living cell, conceptualized as a persistent multicomponent electron trans-
port network that supports and, at the same time, is supported by electron flow,
should include the following features: i) a steep and increasing redox gradient as part
of a system of intertwined energy/matter gradients and fluxes, ii) high densities of
highly diverse redox-active molecular species and animate media (i.e., multiconforma-
tional, electron-conducting, and electron-storing molecular structures), iii) chemistries
that would continuously generate and destroy electronically active molecular species
and animate media, thus allowing for the recombination, selection, and evolution of
diverse molecular structures and processes, and iv) water. It is not difficult to see
that such environments are likely to be found at the interface between environments
of high pressure, temperature, and radiation and environments of low pressure,
temperature, and radiation, i.e., within the Earth’s mantle-crust-ocean layer, where
the reduced core-mantle-crust system acts as a source of electrons, the oxidized
mantle-crust-ocean-atmosphere serves as a sink for electrons, and where high-pressure,
high-temperature, and high-radiation chemistries (exemplified by FTT processes and
photochemistry) create, support, and shape evolving molecular diversities under
steady-state, flow-through conditions.
“The deep, hot biosphere”
In the early 1990s, Thomas Gold suggested the existence of widespread microbial life
populating the Earth’s depths, in mass and volume comparable to or even greatly
exceeding the whole of surface life [227]. According to Gold’s hypothesis, the energy
and matter sustaining what he called the “deep, hot biosphere” are derived from che-
mical processes by combining the liquids and gases that continuously seep upward
from the Earth’s interior through pores, cracks, and crevasses in the crust with
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presumably feeds on the chemical disequilibrium maintained due to the high chemical
potential of the materials moving from the Earth’s interior into new chemical environ-
ments. In support of his hypothesis, Gold pointed out the then-recently discovered
submarine hydrothermal vents harboring rich and complex microbial and invertebrate
ecosystems, which are rooted in chemolithoautotrophy and which are independent of
solar energy and surface circumstances. The fact that hydrocarbons and bacteria are
ubiquitous in the Earth’sc r u s t ,a ss e e ni nn u m e r o u sd r i l l i n g ,m i n i n g ,a n dt u n n e l i n g
operations, including deep-drilling projects, and the phylogenetic evidence suggesting
that the most primitive and ancient bacteria were thermophiles prompted Gold to pro-
pose that life may have originated somewhere in the depth of the Earth and then
spread laterally and vertically, adapting to and populating new environments. Such a
scenario would account for the presence of biological molecules in all carbonaceous
materials in the outer crust, implying that natural petroleum may indeed have abiotic
origins.
There have been advances and discoveries since the time Gold put forward his
hypothesis. Studies of submarine hydrothermal vents revealed a vast and previously
unknown domain of chemistry on Earth. Vent systems are widespread and represent
primordial, chemically active environments, abundant in diverse reactive fluids, gases,
and dissolved elements, where multiscale thermal, pH, and chemical gradients support
sustained prebiotic synthesis [237]. Some of the discovered vents have been active for
thousands of years. Others are relatively young. There are also examples of ancient,
fossilized vents containing microfossils, some as old as 3.2 billion years of age [238].
Serpentinization, a geochemical process by which seawater and dissolved carbonates
and sulfates invading warm or hot oceanic crust are converted into hydrogen, hydro-
carbons, and hydrogen sulfide by reacting with Fe
2+-containing rocks, has been pro-
posed to be one of the major chemistries continuously delivering energy/matter for
primary production in submarine ecosystems [237,239]. The discovery of an obligately
photosynthetic bacterial anaerobe from a deep-sea hydrothermal vent suggests that vol-
canic or hydrothermal light can be harvested to drive photosynthetic reactions and that
hydrothermal radiation can support microbial life in the absence of sunlight [240].
Moreover, it has been proposed that oxygenic photosynthesis may have hydrothermal
origins, as the absorption spectra of bacteriochlorophylls closely match the calculated
spectrum of thermal emission in the vicinity of hydrothermal vents [241]. The discov-
ery of red-shifted chlorophylls in free-living and widely distributed organisms suggests
that infrared radiation can be and is used for photosynthesis [242,243]. Another rele-
vant example is the recent discovery of a novel metabolic pathway allowing for
methane oxidation by oxygen in the absence of free oxygen, as oxygen is produced as
an intermediate from nitrogen oxides [244]. This discovery is consistent with the
hypothesis that nitrogen oxides may have been a major electron sink on the early
anoxic Earth [245]. The existence of multiple biological pathways for the production of
oxygen, such as detoxification of reactive oxygen species, chlorate respiration, and the
production of oxygen from nitrogen oxides, may mean that oxygen was used in micro-
bial metabolism long before the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis. In other words,
oxidation of substrates and photosynthesis do not require free oxygen and solar radia-
tion as necessary prerequisites, for the point is to move electrons and protons, and this
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ing nitrogen oxides, carbon oxides, sulfur oxides, iron oxides, and water (hydrogen
oxide), are either known to serve or can potentially serve as electron sinks. By analogy,
one may assume the existence of an equally great variety of mechanisms for harnessing
d i v e r s et y p e so fr a d i a t i o ne n e r g yt om o v ee l e c t r o n sa n dp r o t o n s .S o m ea r ea l r e a d y
known, and others have yet to be described. The discovery of microbial populations
anaerobically oxidizing methane and thermogenic higher hydrocarbons at the depth of
1.6 km below the sea floor in 100-million-year-old marine sediments maintained at
60°C to 100°C suggests that microbial consortia capable of anaerobic oxidation of
methane and higher hydrocarbons may dominate deep and hot sediments, wherever
there are thermogenic energy sources [246]. The remarkable metabolic versatility and
adaptability of microorganisms, which allow them to thrive in conditions of extreme
temperatures (from < -5°C to > 113°C), pressure (> 0.1 GPa), salt (> 1.5 M NaCl), pH
(from < 0 to > 11), and radiation, continue to bring surprises, pushing the physico-
chemical limits of life to previously unimaginable extremes [247]. Interestingly, some
microorganisms are able to grow continuously at 6,000 rads/hour or to survive acute
irradiation doses of 1,500,000 rads [248], and other microorganisms exhibit “radiotrop-
ism,” i.e., directional growth toward sources of ionizing radiation [99,100]. These
observations present an apparent evolutionary paradox for conventional biology
because, with the exception of a few natural uranium deposits, the radiation levels on
the Earth’s surface, including waters containing dissolved radionuclides, have provided
only about 0.05 to 20 rads/year over the last 4 billion years [248].
It is also important to keep in mind that, due to the technological and methodologi-
cal difficulties associated with studying microorganisms in the Earth’s depths and/or in
extreme conditions, the actual diversity and extent of the “hot, deep biosphere” will
necessarily remain grossly underappreciated until appropriate research technologies
and methods are developed and introduced. Even in the case of readily accessible
marine environments, the true extent of marine microbial life and its contribution to
biogeochemical cycles is only now becoming appreciated, as many highly abundant
microbes, being extremely small and uncultivable, avoided detection and study for a
long time, awaiting the introduction of novel research technologies and methods
[236,249]. Based on the 16S rRNA sequence and metagenomic analyses, it is estimated
that approximately 99% of the whole gene pool of prokaryotes remains unknown [247]
and that only 0.1% of the existing prokaryotes have been cultured so far [250]. Perti-
nently, a major factor responsible for the low efficiencies of standard cultivation tech-
niques (estimated to be between 0.001% and 1%) is the disruption of both biotic and
abiotic interactions of microorganisms upon their isolation from their natural environ-
ments for culturing in the laboratory [250], i.e., their uncoupling from the global
network of energy/matter flow/circulation. This fact suggests that culturing microor-
ganisms in the laboratory faces difficulties that are conceptually analogous to the diffi-
culties of culturing differentiated cells isolated from a multicellular organism.
To summarize, experimental reality in various research fields, including biochemistry,
molecular and cell biology, microbial ecology, oceanography, biogeochemistry, and geo-
physics, is consistent with the idea that the living state/cell may have originated in the
depths of the Earth. Because, according to the SOFT-NET theory, energy/matter
evolves via condensation and self-organization of microstructures-processes into
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represents a condensed multicomponent phase, animated and held together by moving
electrons, the de novo emergence of the living state/cell from nonliving molecules
should involve condensation processes (phase transitions) and cooperative phenomena
taking place in conditions of relative plasticity in electronic structures of reactants and
in electronic transitions to new ground states. Fittingly, such phenomena are observed
in materials at ultrahigh pressures.
High-pressure chemistry is a relatively young research field and a promising technol-
ogy for generating new unusual materials of potentially high technological and commer-
cial interest, including high-temperature superconductors, materials with non-linear
optical properties, and superhard materials. High-pressure chemistry also represents a
valued research tool in physics and chemistry for exploring unusual phases and states of
matter (for reviews, see [251-253]). By lowering volume, pressure changes intermolecu-
lar and interatomic distances in compressed materials and, thus, can drastically alter
pathways of chemical transformations and the physicochemical properties of com-
pressed materials. At the fundamental level, compression changes the energetics of elec-
trons, forcing them into states of lower kinetic energy, as their kinetic energy rises
steeply upon compression. In general, this leads to the destabilization of intramolecular
bonds and to electronic rearrangement of compressed molecules, thus opening reaction
routes inaccessible at ambient conditions and promoting phase transitions to unusual
states of matter [251]. The evolution of molecular bonds toward their ultimate destruc-
tion at sufficiently high density is a complex and poorly understood process. It can
occur over a wide range of pressures and is often accompanied by unexpected inter-
mediate states, including plasma-like phases. High pressure can also be used as a form
of activation energy to promote molecular recombination and polymerization [254,255].
Pertinently, the drastic pressures required for spontaneous chemical transformations
can often be lowered by photoactivation of reactions using relatively low irradiation
energies because of the red shift of the electronic transitions with pressure [255-257].
Even more pertinently, water appears to be a powerful high-pressure photoactivatable
reactant and radical initiator, able to trigger chemical reactions even with such stable
molecules as N2 at pressures of a few tenths of a GPa upon near-UV irradiation at room
temperature [255,257]. Altogether, since high-pressure chemistries can i) generate highly
diverse organic materials from inorganic matter, including virtually all compound classes
present in living cells, ii) enable a great variety of pathways for chemical transformation,
and iii) morph materials into diverse organizational states/phases, high pressure may
play a key role in the spontaneous emergence of the special organizational state/phase of
energy/matter commonly recognized as living matter.
It is generally underappreciated that life on Earth has been evolving within a pressure
gradient spanning more than seven orders of magnitude, from 0.03 MPa at the summit
of Mt. Everest to the estimated 360 GPa at the center of the Earth. Pressure increases
by about 10 MPa per kilometer in water column, reaching > 0.1 GPa in the deepest
regions of the ocean. Likewise, pressure increases by about 30 MPa per kilometer
within the Earth’s crust, reaching > 2 GPa under the thickest crust. Whereas most of
the deep ocean is cold (around 3°C below the thermocline at 30-100 meters of depth),
the temperature in the Earth’s crust increases on average by 25°C per every kilometer
in depth [258]. Assuming that the high temperature limit for living cells is in the range
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depth of 5 to 10 km, i.e., under pressures and temperatures conducive to a variety of
high-pressure chemistries. Moreover, it should be pointed out that, although averages,
linear approximations, and the layered-cake-like diagrams of the Earth’ss t r u c t u r ea r e
somewhat helpful, they are tools and representations from the province of classical
physics, and thus are ultimately misleading, especially when used as assumptions for
making inferences. In reality, being a nonequilibrium physicochemical system, the
Earth’s mantle-crust-ocean layer is expected to exist as a highly heterogeneous and
relatively structured, multiscale spatiotemporal system of energy/matter circulation, a
convection flow pattern, where diverse environments of widely different pressures,
temperatures, and chemistries co-exist and co-evolve as relatively isolated yet interact-
ing and interdependent compartments (not unlike microcompartments inside a cell).
Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that living matter may have been evolving on our
planet in accordance with the following scenario.
In the course of its formation, the planet Earth inherited certain high-pressure, high-
temperature, and high-radiation chemistries, together with the corresponding reactants
and catalysts, from the preceding stages of energy/matter evolution, i.e., from evolving
interstellar medium and protostellar and protoplanetary disks. Some of the inherited
chemistries, reactants, and catalysts “died off,” while others adapted, survived, and
evolved in the depths of the planet. There, they continue to operate within permissive
environments/compartments, generating diverse chemical species and organizational
states/phases. The corresponding environments/compartments continuously produce
and shed organic and inorganic materials in various forms and organizational states/
phases, including living matter, somewhere along the borders separating the areas of
high pressure, temperature, and radiation and those of low pressure, temperature, and
radiation. The shed living matter, feeding on the planetary redox gradient and chemical
disequilibrium, ventures outward to face new physicochemical environments as well as
the struggle for survival with nonliving elements and the living forms that came in ear-
lier. Metaphorically speaking, there is a fire of life bursting inside the planet that sheds
off fire swirls. Most of the swirls vanish, but those that survive and thrive coalesce and
expand the fire of life.
On the nature of consciousness
It is tempting to speculate that, at the fundamental level, living matter originates from
a plasma-like organizational state/phase of energy/matter and that it preserves essential
properties of the parental plasma-like state/phase as it expands over increasingly larger
spatiotemporal scales in the form of an evolving multiscale hierarchical organization of
energy/matter flow/circulation. Indeed, plasmas and the electron transport networks
comprising living matter share a remarkable number of essential physical processes,
structural elements, and organizational patterns (Figure 4). In both cases, electrons
move between ionized centers, and in both cases, ionized centers are situated close
enough to influence many nearby neighbors, a property that leads to collective effects
and behaviors, a distinguished feature of both plasmas and living matter. Both plasmas
and living matter spontaneously form spatiotemporal structures on a wide range of
scales. Interestingly enough, plasmas form spatiotemporal structures that are highly
reminiscent of cellular structures, such as, for example, filaments and double layers.
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across the double layer but does not generate an electric field outside it. Double layers
separate adjacent plasma regions with different physical characteristics. In fact, there
are so many similarities between double layers in plasmas and cellular membrane
bilayers in terms of the organizational behavior of electrons and ions that these simila-
rities are unlikely to be coincidental [259-261]. This means that the physics of double
layers in plasmas may provide a fresh and powerful paradigm for understanding the
biophysics of cellular membranes and associated phenomena, such as membrane per-
meability, membrane potential, ion partitioning, and action potential, which, contrary
to common belief, are far from understood and remain the subject of a hidden, yet
longstanding controversy (e.g., see [262-264]). It is uncanny that the cellular membrane
is also called the plasma membrane, while the original term for the contents of living
cells is “protoplasm,” coming from the Greek protos for first and plasma for at h i n g
formed/molded [265]. Both plasmas and living matter are quasineutral. Quasineutrality
in plasma requires that plasma currents close on themselves in electric circuits (elec-
tron flow/circulation). These circuits form a strongly coupled system, with the behavior
in each plasma region dependent on the entire circuit. Strong coupling between system
elements, together with instabilities and nonlinearities, leads to the emergence of com-
plex behaviors in both plasmas and living matter [260]. Most importantly, although the
parameters of disparate plasmas can vary by many orders of amplitude, certain basic
properties and behaviors of plasmas are scale-invariant, allowing the prediction of
Figure 4 Plasma lamp. The SOFT-NET theory postulates scale-invariance of the self-organizational
dynamics of energy/matter at all levels of the organizational hierarchy, from elementary particles through
cells and organisms to the Universe as a whole. The presented analysis of empirical data, together with the
inferences made on the basis of scale symmetry, suggest that electrons moving between ionized centers
in far-from-equilibrium conditions are responsible for key properties of living matter. The plasma lamp
conveniently illustrates some of the physical processes and self-organizational patterns that appear to be
shared by proteins, cells, organisms, living planets, and plasmas. It should also be mentioned that the
hydrated electron was recently proposed to have a similar spatial organization [271]. The image is courtesy
of Luc Viatour [272]; see also [260] for more details on plasmas.
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far the most common phase of matter in the Universe, both by mass and by volume,
and one of the most important discoveries in cosmology has been the cellular structure
of space, i.e., the spontaneous self-organization of space into regions with different
physical characteristics separated by “cell walls” in the form of sheets of electric cur-
rents [260,261].
There are, of course, differences between conventional plasmas and living matter.
Plasmas are ionized gases, whereas living matter can be conceptualized as an ionized
fluid-like condensed phase. Plasmas are electrically conductive, whereas living matter
appears to exhibit both insulating and conductive properties and, thus, can be concep-
tualized as a disordered conductor. Another major difference between plasmas and liv-
ing matter is that electrons within living matter, unlike electrons in plasmas, build,
sustain, and shape metastable and increasingly longer-lived macromolecular and
higher-order structures and organizations, within which they propagate, circulate, and
exist. In the context of developing living matter, these structures act essentially as
memories (old and/or continuously reproduced structures and behaviors) and ideas
(new structures and behaviors), which allow for and facilitate the expansion of living
matter in space and time by means of biological evolution and self-organization (see
also [6,9]). Notice that in certain essential ways, humans and electrons are not that dif-
ferent: they both build, sustain, and shape higher-order organizations that in turn sus-
tain and shape them, and they both work to shape and control their environments,
which in turn shape and control them, with the overall result being the expansion of
life in space and time.
It is reasonable to suggest, therefore, that individual living cells and organisms repre-
sent islands of a plasma-like organizational state/phase of energy/matter that are
bounded and coordinated by electrons into functional, conscious wholes. These islands
operate within, organize, and ultimately assimilate nonliving matter, thus expanding
living matter/phase in space and time. Electrons have a number of physical properties
that make them well suited to function as bounding and coordinating agents. Indeed,
electronic wave functions can extend over and be correlated within a disordered elec-
tronic system of any size, provided that the system is in a critical state, poised between
conducting and nonconducting phases [267]. Moreover, electron-electron interactions
in disordered conductors tuned at the metal-insulator phase transition lead to self-
organizational electronic phenomena manifested as quasiparticle excitations, which
also exhibit diverging correlation length [268]. Because, as captured by the concept of
self-organized criticality [269], living matter tends to spontaneously achieve and main-
tain criticality, which is, incidentally, reflected in the fractal organization (a signature
of a critical state) pervading all levels of biological organizational hierarchy [8], the
phenomenon of consciousness may have something to do with the interactions and
collective self-organization of electronic states that are spread over, bind, and coordi-
nate individual parts within and across scales into a multiscale self-conscious whole. In
other words, consciousness is likely a self-organizational phenomenon as well and,
thus, a natural consequence of the evolution and self-organization of nonliving matter.
Notice that such an interpretation renders the notion of the spirit entering, inhabiting,
animating, and leaving organisms simply a question of semantics. It also implies the
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Page 58 of 66existence of multiple levels of consciousness as well as deep-running physical connec-
tions, both existing and potential, between everything that comes into existence.
One of the important ramifications of the SOFT-NET interpretation is that living
matter and consciousness, both being natural consequences of the evolution and self-
organization of nonliving matter, may turn out to be highly abundant in the Universe
at large. Moreover, because, as tacitly implied but left unaddressed, the currently
accepted interpretations of space, time, energy, and matter are inaccurate, alien life
forms may be not as far off as we currently believe. It is worth pointing out that,
according to the SOFT-NET interpretation, the physicochemical composition and
metabolism of alien life forms are expected to be similar to our own, since we share
with all alien living matter a common physicochemical and metabolic ancestry in the
form of the energy/matter composition and space chemistries that we have inherited
and carry in our cells. At the same time, locality-specific variations in physicochemical
environments and evolutionary histories across the Universe most likely give rise to a
great diversity of alien life forms. Because the principles of self-organization of energy/
matter are universal, the basic intentions and purposes of all aliens will be the same as
those of humans, namely, the perpetuation and expansion of alien-specific organiza-
tional forms. In fact, the future relationships between humans and aliens can be
inferred by reviewing the emergence and evolution of biological species and human
races on the planet Earth. Whether we humans will become the Universe’s “Homo
sapiens” or another “species,”“ modern humans” or “Neanderthals,”“ colonists” or
“natives,” is up to our will and intelligence, for we and all other alien life forms have a
common origin, inhabit the same environment, and draw on the same sources of
energy and matter.
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